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The rationale for this study wasbased upon concern forphilosophical
foundations of student personnelservices which were perceived asincom-
plete, if not at an early stageof development.
The purpose of this study wasto examine perceptionsof students, pa-
rents, and faculty members,both as individuals andin groups, regarding
which philosophic base ought tounderlie overall student personnelservices
in higher education. A secondary purposewas to determinewhether respon-
dents appeared to perceive orwished to describe any presentphilosophic
base for the provision of studentpersonnel services.
A questionnaire was developedby the author and designed tobe com-
pleted by three respondent groups:students , parents, andfaculty members.
It was based upon four philosophicalposition statements , threefrom Harold
Taylor: (1) the neo-humanist, (2) therationalist, and (3) the instrumental-
ist. The fourth philosophical positionstatement in the questionnaire para-fourth-ntlosophiealposition statement in thequestiori-airelya!naphrased the
integralist positiondeveloped and defined byTollefson and Bristow and was
viewed as an extensionof Taylor's approach. Thefour philosophical position
statements in thequestionnaire described ordefined philosophies of student
personnel services, and werestatistically compared against oneanother. The
instrument also requested aself-report of demographic andpersonal data to be
measured against thephilosophical position choices.
The survey method wasused to gather the data.Questionaires were mailed
to respondents.Descriptive data were manuallyinspected and hand tabulated
in chart form. A numberof null hypotheses were testedrelating either to con-
sistent response patterns orsignificant differences inperceptions among the
respondent groups. Such data werealso tabulated in chartform. The findings
were reportedboth in terms ofdescriptive data and a chi-square measureof
independence. All hypotheses weretested to the .05 level andcomputer analyzed.
The results of the studyled to a number ofconclusions , among them that
the respondents subscribeto different philosophieswhich they believe ought
to underlie studentpersonnel services. There aresignificant discrepancies
in the opinions of students ,parents, and faculty membersregarding any phil-
osophic position to underliestudent personnelservices. There was sharp
disagreement between studentsand their parentsregarding a philosophical
position. The student andparent samples eachshowed a decidedpreference
for one of the philosophicpositions , but it was not the samephilosophy , nor was
it the same view as that takenby the faculty whoshowed no decidedpreference.The data also indicate that someof the external and demographic variables
expected to influence aphilosophical position choice for student personnel
services in fact did not exert suchinfluence .
Implications from the study are primarilyin terms of the apparent dichotomy
between overall studentpersonnel services administration andspecialty work
within the field and a concernfor reformulation or recasting of the principles
and philosophies underlyingstudent personnel as a higher educationmethodology .
Another of the implications isin terms of the framework in which researchin
the general area of studentpersonnel services has been designed. Themajor
implication, deriving in part from theforegoing, is a question of survival for
the field of student personnelservices .
Such implications led to a numberof recommendations centering around the
preparation of a philosophy designed tounderlie student personnel services
at a given institution. Otherrecommendations revolve around the development
of much more sophisticated researchand more well-defined research instru-
ments to study more comprehensivelythe implications developed from the
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Chapter I
Introduction
Student personnel services have a longand varied history, beginning
in the Middle Ages when they existedunder considerably different structures
and conditions from today. In theUnited States, they have always been a
part of institutions of highereducation, although most authorities would
agree they have beenperceived to be (and remain) outsidethe framework
of the formal educational program orancillary to the "primary" educational
objectives of the institution. Activitiescarried on by present-day student
personnel staff were consideredfor many years in North America the prero-
gative of instructional faculty or aspart of the tasks of academicadministra-
tors.
Rapid and major strides in termsof the development of the student per-
sonnel group of educationalservices have come since the endof the first
World War with the most rapidchange occurring since WorldWar H. The
1920's saw the era of the"psychologists," as Cowley (1956) termedthem.
'hey were perhaps the first groupwho attempted to use somewhatscientific
thods in the pursuance of theirgoals and they used fairlysubstantive
a as well as researchmethodology.Notably, the psychologists2
concentrated their efforts on individualcounseling which placed heavy
stress on individual differences. Thisapproach lasted well into the 1950's
and may be observed in the efforts of some studentpersonnel professionals
even today .
During the 1920's and 30's , the German philosophyof higher education
was implemented in manyAmerican institutions.It slowed the development
not only of student personnel services , butof other administrative functions
as well with its nearly total concernfor only intellectual interactions be-
tween faculty and students and a concomitantdisregard for the personal
lives of students.
Tremendous pressures on institutions gaveimpetus to the student per-
sonnel set of educational services after1940 and the end of World War II ac-
celerated change even more. Burgeoning enrollments ,urbanization, societ-
al lifestyle changes , and new personaland social problems faced by students
forced the development of new administrative structuralpatterns. Out of both
new structures and demands madeby life-style differences, the specialist in
student personnel emerged.
What are student personnel services?The answer is not simple, as there
is great ambiguity regarding a good definition.In most cases, a definition
has come from a highly practical, butsimple listing of its perceived functions
as described more fully in ChapterII.
However, present-day student personnelservices staff in United States3
colleges and universities,continuing in roles evolvedhistorically , appear
to view their functions muchin light of the "StudentPersonnel Point of View"
(American Council on Education,1937) , propounded just prior toWorld War
II. This document focused onthe concept of "educating thewhole man" and
related closely to what Cowley(1938) termed a "holoistic" (latershortened
to "holistic") philosophyof education. This continuingapproach is opera-
tionalized through attempts tointegrate personnel services with thetotal
academic thrust of the institutionand accomplished more often bythe chief
student personnel administratorthan by the specialist in suchstudent per-
sonnel sub-functions ascounseling or housing. It also appearsthat a prime
factor in the emphasis onintegration of student personnelservices with the
total educational programof the institution is the data,however relevant,
that indicates that learningtakes place as often outside theclassroom as with-
in it (Shaffer, 1966, Rogers,1969, and others).Brunson (1959) for ex-
ample, noted (using the term"guidance" rather than "studentpersonnel work")
that,
When guidance, instruction,and administration becomefocused
jointly on the aims of educationrather than separately upon spe-
cific functions within anorganizational structure, the relatedness
of their responsibilities becomesclear and makes forcohesion
rather than division.
But a number of seriousdifficulties have emerged instudent personnel
work .A divisiveness hasdeveloped:student personnel seemsdivi-
ded into two groups anddivergent sets of actions .Specialists such as4
counselors, housingadministrators, financial aidstaff,etc., verbalize
"student personnelguidelines" but the specialization seemsto demand that
efforts toward their short-rangegoals cannot be related eitherto education
in a broad sense or to anysingle mission or objectiveof the institution.
Chief student personneladministrators, on the other hand, seemunable to
integrate the functioningof specialists into a totalstudent personnel philo-
sophy , much less into anykind of overall educationalphilosophy which is
espoused either by theinstitution or higher educationin general.Thud
student personnel seems ahouse divided againstitself.
Survival, however , hasbecome an even moreimportant concern for edu-
cators engaged in theadministration of student personnelservices on the
American (and in many cases ,the Canadian) campus .Recent dismissals of
leading student personneladministrators , slashed budgets,and reported
controversy surroundingthe efficacy of studentpersonnel in higher educa-
tion have combined toproduce a feeling of "do ordie ."Penney (1968) pes-
simistically disposed of thematter with the flat pronouncementthat student
personnel would neverbecome a professionin fact, was a profession"still-
born." This predictionappeared to be based on theidea that its disciplinary
base was too broad, wasnot unique, that aclaim to eclecticism was inreal-
ity an attempt to avoid a"garbage-pail" foundationfor its functional respon-
sibilities. Taylor's"instrumentalism" (1952) wasaccused of overwhelming
practitioners sufficiently that narrowspecialists had usurped rolesformerly5
played by supposedlybroad-based faculty members.Of course , if Penney's
pronouncement becomes oris seen by topmostuniversity administrators
as reality ,student personnel willinevitably be consideredneither a unique
nor integralfunction in highereducationin fact, will fit Penney'sexpecta-
tions that it cannot lastthe decade in its presentform.
It is averred that,at the least "studentpersonnel workers areprofession-
als in search of afunction," (Rothman andKeene, 1970). The onlypoint of ag-
reement seems to betacit acceptance thatstudent personnel workershave
inherited many functionsand that a Fritz Perlsbook titleIn and Out the
Garbage Pailseems tocharacterize the day-to-dayfunctional responsibi-
lities of the typical studentpersonnel administratorin colleges or universi-
ties.
Student personnelprofessionals also endurealienation from other
educators.Emmet (1971) ,an educationalconsultant and adjunctprofessor
of higher education,titled an article in aleading educationaljournal "Stud-
ent PersonnelServices: Who NeedsThem?" and two recentnational level
conferences , one in Canadaand one in the UnitedStates , have been held
with the same theme andtitle.
Beyond Penney'spoint of view , manydetracting statementsregarding
student personnel have comein indirect ways.Jencks and Reismannin
The Academic Revolution(1968) , barelyacknowledged the existenceof stu-
dent personnel .Millet (1968) disposedof student personnelservices bysimply ignoringtheir existence. Indiscussing the role of thevarious edu-
cational units on the campus,he noted that: "afaculty must accordinglybe
organized into workingunits of the universityenterprise in order to prod-
uce certaindesired outputs ofinstruction, research andpublic service."
Joseph Kauffrnan (1966)identified part of thisproblem.
It is clear that conflictsexist between faculty andstudent personnel
staff in most colleges andunversities. They maydiffer in degree-
from unwillingness torecognize such staff andtheir functions, all
the way to vocaland vigorousopposition to the concept ofstudent
personnel work .
For the most part,however , there is littleinteraction, communi-
cation, or overt strife.The tragedy is thatstudent personnelstaff,
on many campuses ,know more about thereality of education on those
campuses than doesanyone else .Failure to communicatethis aware-
ness andknowledge not onlyfrustrates the studentpersonnel worker
but also denies to thefaculty those insights,perceptions, and facts
which could be ofinvaluable assistance inshaping the total educa-
tional program of theinstitution.
This is most distressingif student personneladministrators believe that
their set of functionsis as important inhigher education as thoseof their
"academic" colleagues. For nogroup of educators canhope to be either suc-
cessful or acceptedif their base for servicesdoes not find somegeneral
agreement.
Importance of the Study.Hopefully , the study mayhelp to point out a
new directional courseto those searchingfor an educationalrationale for
student personnel servicesin higher education.To the present time,the lit-
erature which bears on anyphilosophies underlyingstudent personnel prac-
tice in colleges anduniversities is notplentiful. The relevantmaterial seems7
only to be foundin proceedings of various workshopswithin the profession,
in what must nowbe considered old literature ,and by wringing relevance
out of writings that appear onpractice in the field. This is hardly asitua-
tion helpful to the acceptanceof student personnel as meaningfuleducational
services.
Perhaps the importance of thestudy is to expose educators to onestrong
view that studentpersonnel services can be educationalprocesses , perceived
as in linewith the thrust of any giveninstitution and perhaps as relevant
and meaningful as theclassroom experience. It is hopedthe study could
presume to add anotherdimension to the attempt to interpretthe field, not
only to other educators , but aswell to registered students ,parents of stu-
dents, faculty, legislators,and others of the public atlarge, all of whom have
a part to play or apoint of view to be heard inconnection with both the fur-
therance of higher education andstudent personnel.8
The Problem
Statement of the Problem. The problem was todetermine whether, or
in what ways ,students ,parents ,and faculty members agree regarding
an underlying philosophicbase for student personnel services at Oregon
State University or what perceptionsthese groups have regarding the exist-
ing rationales for the provision of suchservices .
Purpose of the Study.The purpose of this study was toexamine:(1)
the perceptions of students ,parents ,and faculty members regarding
the existence of a philosophic basefor the provision of student personnel
services; (2) their perceptions regardingwhich philosophic base ought to
underlie student personnel services .Other and secondary purposes for the
study were to determine whether (3)respondents could determine what
philosophical position they wish to exist forstudent personnel services or
even whether they may realizethe necessity for such a philosophicalposi-
tion;(4) sufficient knowledge on the partof respondents exists to react
appropriately to the questionnaire.
The following null hypotheses weretested:
1.No consistent response patternexists among all respondents for
a single perceptionof a philosophical base for studentpersonnel
services as measured by responses tofour philosophical position
choices for student personnel services.
2.No consistent response patternexists among all respondents who9
had had personal contact with aprofessional or administrative staff
member in one or more of the student personnelservices as measu-
red by responses to four philosophicalposition choices for student
personnel services.
3.No significant differences in perceptionsof a philosophical base for
student personnel services exist between the sampledstudents and
sampled parents as measured by responses tofour philosophical posi-
tion choices for student personnelseivices.
4.No significant differences in perceptionsof a philosophical base for
student personnel services exist between thesampled students and
the sampled faculty as measured by responses tofour philosophical
position choices for student personnel services
5.No significant differences in perceptionsof a philosophical base for
student personnel services exist between thesampled parents and
the sampled faculty as measured by responsesto four philosophical
position choices for student personnel services.
6.No significant differences inperceptions of a philosophical base for
student personnel services exist betweenthose parents sampled who
are native Oregoniansand those who are not as measured by respon-
ses to four philosophicalposition choices for student personnel ser-
vices.
7.No significant differences inperceptions of a philosophical base for10
student personnel services exist between students who had had
personal contact with a professional or administrative staff member
in one or more student personnel services to meet their own needs
while in college and those parents who had had similar contact as
measured by responses to four philosophical position choices for
student personnel services .
8.No significant differences in perceptions of a philosophical base for
student personnel services exist between students who had had per-
sonal contact with a professional or administrative staff member in
one or more of the student personnel services and the facultywho
had had similar contact as measured by responses to four philoso-
phical position choices for student personnel services .
Time and scope of study factors combined to prevent inclusion of other
hypotheses based on additional data collected. Such hypotheses might well
be tested, however , in a future study utilizing essentially the same data ,
but with a different focus .11
Definitions and Limitations
Definition of Terms. The following definitions require exposition due
to their occasional use in a specific context.
Student Personnel Services: As defined in the questionnaire on page
two, student personnel services shall bedefined as a composite organiza-
tion of functions in higher education, generallyinclusive of a Counseling
Center, the offices of Housing, Placement and CareerPlanning, Admissions,
the College Union and Student Activities, Healthand Registration Services,
Orientation, Financial Aids, International Education, Judicial orDisciplin-
ary Boards, and "Dean of Students."Occasionally , other functional areas,
such as intercollegiate athletics , are included. Whileits aims and goals
vary widely , reflecting the institutionwithin which it operates, it deals pri-
marily with the concerns of registered students as those relate totheir var-
ious relationships with and within the institution.Its structure is general-
ly one in which each of the directors of a functional area, e.g.,the director
of housing, reports to an associate dean or dean of students , perhapsto a
vice-president for student affairs.
Perceptions: Perception, for purposes of this study , is theimportance
attached to, judgments about, or personal opinion about thevarious philoso-
phies and functions described as student personnel services inhigher edu-
cation as reported by respondents.
Philosophy: For purposes of this study , philosophy is defined as a12
body of principles underlying the discipline in higher education currently
known as student personnel services. Philosophy may embody character-
istics, functions , and features,but is not limited to them, and will encom-
pass them.
Faculty: Faculty are teaching personnel and members of academic de-
partments on the main campus of Oregon State University.They may be en-
gaged in research on the campus, but must not have that function as the
prime reason for affiliation with the University.
Student: For purposes of this study, students aredefined as those in-
dividuals who have successfully completed the requirements for at least
junior undergraduate standing at Oregon State University as defined by the
Registrar's office of the institution or who have transferred into the Univer-
sity with that equivalent.
Parents: For purposes of this study, parents are either the natural
parents of the students sampled or legal guardians of the sampled students
under twenty-one years of age. Their place of current residencewas not a
factor in selection as that selectionwas based on the student random sample.
Limitations: Since the study attempted to measure perceptions only of
those affiliated either directly or indirectly with Oregon State University,
the findings cannot claim capability of extensionor generalization beyond
that affiliation.
Words were used in their generally accepted meanings, but the possibi-13
bility exists for misinterpretation with so wide and varied a group of respon-
dents in terms of such factors as age , level of education, or prior academic
affiliation.
The findings are limited by the assumption that all respondents read the
philosophical position choices in the questionnaire carefully and thoroughly.
Certain findings were limited by the decision to sample only upper-
division undergraduate students and only their parents .
The U.S.mails were utilized for return of questionnaires. Although
this procedure was necessary, the return rate might have been higher and
results thus different had there been the ability to exert control over the re-
turns in a better or more personal manner.
The study is limited by the extent to which the lists and rosters of stu-
dents, parents , and faculty from the computer center of the University was
accurate.
The study is limited by the time frame in which the data were gathered,
i.e.,the spring of the academic year and near the period known as final
examination week.Chapter II
Review of the Literature
Introduction
The most casual researcher could notfail to note that the overwhelming
majority of literature and studiescompleted regarding student personnel,
particularly in the last fifty years ,have to do either with a specificfunction,
e.g. , housing,counseling, or are generalized treatisesregarding an auth-
or's own perceptions or feelingsabout student personnel methodology in
higher education. In fact, a perusalof College Student Personnel Abstracts
over the past few yearsshows that specific functionswithin the field are
listed alphabetically and virtuallyoverwhelm the periodical, at leastinso-
far as "Student Personnel Services" as ageneral heading takes up only a
three or four page section of whatis commonly a two-hundred pagejournal.
Perhaps it was a feeling of extremediscomfort with basic research re-
garding the underlying assumptionsabout purposes and goals orundergird-
ing philosophies of student personnelservices that led J.B . Patterson (1971)
to comment that,
an examinationof the literature in studentaffairs work , and in
student personnel workgenerally , indicated that the organiza-
tion of the services and thequalifications of workers has been a
focus of concern for many years.15
Patterson went on...
My experiences consistently reaffirm myperceptions that student
affairs and other student personnel services lack clear statements
of purposes and goals , functions and services , methods , processes ,
and skills. Irrespective of the institution,department, or person-
nel with which I have been associated, Ihave perceived constant
tendencies toward both interdepartment andintra-departmental
conflict and role ambiguity. These experiences lead me toquestion
the academic base of student affairs work and toanalyze the func-
tions and skills of student affairs workers indetail.
Gordon (1970) expressed no difficulty with a basicunderlying philosophy
for student personnel services. In anintroductory statement to his study of
student personnel services at the communitycollege level, he averred that,
"the rationale for student personnel servicesis inherent in the basic philoso-
phy of the. Community College." As a resultof this feeling of inherent ration-
ale , Gordon questioned neither the basicfunctions of student personnel nor
underlying philosophies as he attempted, in hisstudy, to answer questions
only about the general status of student personnelservices in public commu-
nity colleges or what differences might exist amongthe five public community
colleges he studied with respect to the scopeof such services. Unfortunate-
ly , Gordon's approach appears to bethe norm in terms of research studies
regarding student personnel work in general or anyquestions regarding
basic underlying assumptions orphilosophies related to this field of
endeavor.16
Definitions
There has, from the beginning, been agreat confusion not only about
the term student personnel work ,but also about definitions regarding the
entire "student personnel movement." Gordon(1970) called the confusion,
"even among experts , striking to theoutsider."
Apparently never challenged, L L.B. Hopkins ,(1926) for example, des-
cribed functions in student personnel as:
a)selection or matriculation,
b)personal services ,
c)curriculum and teaching,
d)research, and
e)coordination.
Arbuckle (1953--again, with no apparenttest) did state that, "since 1926
such student personnel services have beenenlarged and altered somewhat"
over the years.
The period from approximately 1920until just after the second World
War saw the acceptance of Cowley'sview (e.g. , 1940) that student person-
nel work consisted of allnon-instructional activities within which the "all-
around" development of the student wasof primary concern. This definition
was never put to any apparentpractical test of its validity which seemed
surprising, since it stressed a cleardichotomy between student personnel
work and instruction. However,basic studies on underpinnings for the
field or definitions within it simply did not exist except asevaluations of
student personnel work in various forms .17
In earlier years and treatises ,i.e.,prior to publication of Student
Personnel Work As Deeper Teaching, Lloyd-Jones(1937) indicated that
enrollment of students, educational, vocational,and personal counsel-
ing, financial aid, testing programs, placement,records, health and,
housing, were all "legitimate" student personnelservices. This followed
Hopkins' lead and exemplified the "listingof functions" approach .
It remained for the American Council ofEducation to publish, in 1937,
the "Student Personnel Point of View," which statement clearly focused
on a personal dimensionfor higher education, laying heavy emphasis
on students receivingindividual attention through, again, a "whole
host" of services .
In 1948, E.H. Hopkins reiterated thesimple listing of functions as
a definition for studentpersonnel services and in 1949, the American
Council on Education published a revisedversion of the "Student Person-
nel Point of View ," with E .G.Williamson as its editor. This again listed
the services which would help to constitute astudent personnel program.
Somewhat contradictorily ,Lloyd-Jones pointed out that providing a col-
lection of services should not be equatedwith a program, but, coordina-
tion of such services was needed totie them into a program which en-
abled each service to focus mosteffectively on the individual student.
However ,the lack of any coordinatedeffort generally prevailed until
approximately 1950.18
During the next ten years, a somewhat broader definition of student
personnel work evolved.In summary, it was considered not only as a
supplement but as a complement to the instructional program of the in-
stitution. Williamson (1961) and Mueller (1961) were early supporters
of this "complementary" view.Williamson, while maintaining a "listing"
approach to definition, went a step further, defining the field through
prominent features about it."...the term 'student personnel work' refers
both to the program of organized services for students and to a point
of view about these students."
Wrenn (1948) described the essential features of student personnel work
as:"a point of view or pervasive philosophy of education, the student per-
sonnel services themselves, and the administration of those services." An
important definition came from Lloyd-Jones and Smith in 1954 which descri-
bed student personnel as a particular and special kind of teaching. However,
Feder in 1958 again listed functions.In 1963,Zimmerman, in a
treatise on change in the personal dimensions of education and the original
"Point of View ," recounted the old "host of services ,"
a)admissions, b)orientation,c)social activities,
d)counseling, e)discipline, f)educational & vocational guidance,
g)financial aid,h)placement, i)records.
In fact, as late as 1965, defining student personnel or attempting to
categorize and relate it to higher education still seemed to follow the "listing19
of functions"approach, even at thecommunity or junior collegelevel. For
example, in 1965, theCommittee on Appraisal andDevelopment of Junior
College Student PersonnelPrograms presented a reportto the Carnegie
Corporation (McConnell, 1965)in which the listingapproach again appeared.
Yoder (1966) , reporting onhis 1965 doctoral thesisin the Junior College
Journal, again identifiedfunctions prepared from an"intensive" study of
the literature.
Many attempts were madeto hedge on studentpersonnel work in terms
of its definitive bases asexemplified by Lloyd (1955).He stated that the pat-
tern for developmentof a student personnelservice depends, amongother
factors , upon theeducational philosophy ofthe institution within which the
service operates as well asits size, the institutionalbudget, the nature of
institutional administration, anyrecognized need for suchservices as de-
fined, and the traditionaland local campusrelationship between student
and faculty member.However, a summaryof difficulties with consistency or
agreement on guidelines wasclearly made by Wrenn(1955) "...in short, stu-
dent personnel workhas philosophic andpsychological foundationswhich
have been onlyhaltingly developed and aredisturbingly incomplete."As
if that summary werenot evidence enough,Klopf (1966) persistedin asking
questions that presumablyshould have been answered,at least tentatively,
years ago ,beginning with "Whatis student personnelwork?"20
Chronology of Evaluation Studies
Thestudies examined on studentpersonnel services in general
terms have notattempted to deal with basicunderlying concepts or
philosophies. They have ratherconcentrated on those kinds ofthings more
easily measured,particularly as defensible or as gooddefenses for activity
in the field. Such studieshave typically taken the formof evaluations of
student personnel programs.The number of.evaluationstudies or those
utilizing instruments ofevaluation appears large only inproportion to the
number found (virtually none) onstudies of perceptions of underlyingphilo-
sophies for this functional elementof higher education.
The first national survey wasmade by L.B. Hopkins in 1925.Hopkins made
several two or three-day visitsto fourteen colleges anduniversities, develop-
ing an intuitive sort of ratingsscale of student personnel programsaccording
to the functions he saw beingperformed. He, did not, however,systematically
evaluate the separate programs assuch at each of the institutions.Hopkins'
study did indicate that there was ageneral acceptance of at least a selected
group of functions amongconstituents within the field. Hopkinsevaluated
five major areas:selection and matriculation,personal services, curriculum
and teaching, research, andcoordination. In this sense, theHopkins study
was probably a landmarkdocument in that it was thefirst attempt both to
evaluate and to establish a list ofstandards for a student personnel program
in higher education. _Unfortunately,perhaps Hopkins started a trend, as21
methods of evaluation of student personnel programs have been, sincethen,
limited to questionnaire and survey type studies, although there appeared a
large gap in any kind of evaluative activity from that timeuntil after World
War II. The American College Personnel AssociationCommittee on Research
and Publications (Blaesser,, 1960) reported that, between 1924 and 1940, no
papers were presented at any conference on the topic of evaluation ofoverall
programs in student personnel.
Evaluation research was resumed on overall studentpersonnel services
in 1948. In that year, Wrenn and Kamm (1948) selected fourteen services ,
weaving statements about these services intoan instrument which they
called"An Evaluation Report Form For Student PersonnelServices."
The fourteen statements in the instrumentwere based on documenta-
tion of theAmerican Council of Education,The American College
Personnel Association,The Evaluative Studies of The North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and statements analyzed in
the Encyclopedia of Educational Research and describedservices which
supposedly constituted an effective and comprehensive student personnel
program. The evaluation report form was divided into three parts with
weights assigned to certain of the services. Thepurpose of the weighting
was to emphasize that some services,in Wrenn's and Kamm's minds, were
apparently more important than others ina total student personnel program.
A strength of the Wrenn and Kamm instrumentwas that its inventory provided
a means for respondents to indicate feelings of need for student personnel22
services. There were two major weaknesses in this study , according to Ross
(1967):
1)the reliability of the instrument was never established,
2)the instrument called for judgments that can adequately be made
only by qualified student personnel specialists or administrators.
Wrenn and Kamm themselves suggested that this , second weakness might be
one reason why there were few evaluation studies in the field up to that time,
sensing that there were a lack of adequate criteria against which to measure
the effectiveness of services. Strang (1950) agreed, pointing out that "little
progress has been made in concretely defining the changes that should result
from an effective personnel program."
The next attempt at development of an instrument as a criterion against
which a student personnel program might be measured was developed by
Rackham (1951). Rackham constructed a Student Personnel Services Inventory
which covered fifteen activity areas, in his view , the most characteristic of
student personnel services programs. The inventory was designed to be
completed either by student personnel workers or so-called "independent
observers". To accompany the inventory , a profile of student personnel
services was constructed by asking ten acknowledged student personnel
leaders of the time to weight the relative importance of each of the fifteen
items in the original inventory. Combinations of the ten judges' ratings
were used to determine the profile which would approximate the "ideal"
program. Rackham's idea was that institutions utilizing the Student Person-23
nel Services Inventory would comparetheir own programs with the profile
to determine adequacy .
In 1953, Mahler (completed in 1955)utilized the Rackham Inventory
to evaluate student personnel programsin four Minnesota colleges. Apparent-
ly , Mahler added to the Rackhamevaluation study and developed inventory
items of his own. In his study, Mahlerwanted primarily to discover whether
"opinion" scales might effectively be used to secureestimates of the quality
of the student personnel programs. Mahier'sapproach in sampling opinion
regarding evaluations of student personnelservices was to question the entire
faculty and a 10% random sample of the studentsfrom each of the four institu-
tions in which he administered his ownInventory. As a test of measurement
between his own and Rackham's Inventory,Mahler compared results obtained
by the administration of his own test andpersonal interviews with a random
sample of student personnel workers at thefour institutions involved in com-
pleting Rackham's inventory. In general,Mahler's findings were that his
inventory and Rackham's were in high agreementin terms of evaluation of
the services.
Also in 1953, Kamm again workedwith evaluation of student personnel
services,heading up a commission on"Program and Practices Evaluationof
a National Association of StudentPersonnel Administrators" in developing
a manual to aid in a systematicapproach to such an evaluation. Themanual
was essentially a summary of datarelative to 20 areas of student personnel
work.24
Remaining concerned about the extent of evaluation being carried on,
Kamm contacted forty student personnel administrators of his own selection in
1955 to find out what kind of systematic research was being done with respect
to evaluation on the campuses of those administrators. His findings indicated
that little was being accomplished, less still being contemplated. Recalling
earlier statements in this study, evaluation of some kind was being carried
out in specific functional areas of student personnel, but no comprehensive
program of evaluation of overall services was going on in that year. Winfrey
and Feder (1965) supported concerns of Kamm and their review of the litera-
ture for the period of 1960-1965 simply does not mention any comprehensive
evaluations of overall student personnel programs. These two authors only
reinforce observations already made to the effect that most of the literature
in the field was devoted to surveys of existing programs and evaluations of
specific services.
The period 1959 through 1966 saw the completion of a number of
(particularly doctoral) studies regarding evaluations of student personnel
programs, beginning with Fitzgerald's in 1959.
Fitzgerald attempted to determine the instructional faculty's perception
of the total student personnel program as well as assess faculty knowledge of
the various service functions in the student personnel area. Fitzgerald seg-
regated the services into their various component parts or functional
specialties.25
Eight categories wereutilized in her questionnaire:
1)admissions , registrations, and record functions,
2)counseling functions ,
3)health services ,
4)housing and food services ,
5)student activities ,
6)placement and financial aids ,
7)discipline ,
8)"special clinics" and "special services"functions.
Fitzgerald found that faculty recognizedstudent personnel functions as im-
portant in the higher education process , but that"the degree of importance
depended upon the nature of the service."Faculty tended to rate as most
important those services which were in direct supportof the institution's
"core-academic" functions and concomitantly , determinedservices not clos-
ely tied to perceived core-academicfunctions to be relatively unimportant.
Fitzgerald's study hinted at concern for underlyingphilosophy as the
respondents were asked to rate "importance" ofvarious student personnel
functions.This approach was not followed in the ensuing year ortwo, how-
ever, as there appeared to be anattempt to broaden the bases for judgment
about student personnel programs with the useof several data-gathering
techniques within the same study , exemplifiedby Brantley (1960) and Beckers
(1962). Brantley obtained his data not onlythrough the normative processes
of searching primary and secondary literature sources ,but with six other
approaches which included:
a)conferences with collegiate officials ,
b)the use of The Evaluation ReportForm,26
c)Inventory of Student Reaction to Student PersonnelServices,
d)a "survey of pupil problems,"
e)the Kuder Preference test ,
f)a questionnaire.
Beckers was slightly less ambitious,but still used four methods of obtain-
ing data which included:
a)observation of the student personnel staff at work andoutcomes ,
b)interviews with specific student personnel staff members ,
c)a questionnaire that was completedby two groups--faculty
and students ,
d)a faculty reporting form.
The Beckers study was organized along thelines of Fitzgerald's in the sense
that faculty were the essential respondent groupfrom whom opinions were
solicited, but both focus and outcomes were different.
Tamte's study (1962) used an adaptation of theStudent Personnel
Questionnaire designed and used by Fitzgerald.It was the basic outline of
this effort which prompted the development of thequeried groups for the
present study .Tamte attempted to determine the perceptionsof the student
personnel program from three groups:faculty,students, and the student
personnel staff. Differences in perception weremeasured among the three
groups , the result showing thatthere were some perceptual differences.
Little disagreement appeared related to the importanceof student personnel
functions, but there was considerable disagreement (implyinglack of know-
ledge) about even the location of the special functionoffice which per-
formed the specialized role. Tamte concluded that there was a needfor,27
and recommended anincreased amount of, "intra-University"communica-
tion among students, faculty , andstudent personnel workers.
In the same year, Bailey and,separately, Rankin (1966) were evaluat-
ing student personnelservices,using similar techniques to those of Fitz-
gerald and Tamte, i.e. , surveyingperceptions of various constituent groups
on the college campus.Their instruments were different;Bailey used those
developed by Wrenn and Kamm(Reaction Inventory to Student Personnel
Services and the Evaluation ReportForm), while Rankin used a question-
naire of his own choosing andwhich he himself developed. Baileyconclud-
ed that students perceived studentpersonnel services more negatively than
any other group onthe campus. He alsodetermined that students whom
he felt could profit mostfrom student personnel services werethose with
the most negative reaction towardthem. Since Bailey also concludedthat
"non- academic" persons perceivedstudent personnel services morepositi-
vely than other groups at the college,the decision was made in the present
study to include parents in thesample, although the outcomesfrom inclus-
ion of parents were entirelydifferent.
Rankin studied graduate studentsin particular. His findings indicated
that graduate students perceivedstudent personnel services as"fairly
important" and seemed in termsof the statistical outcomes, "to beaware" of
all the student personnel servicesavailable. These graduate students ap-
peared to be satisfied in generalterms with the services withwhich they28
had had contact, but did rateseveral services as less or more satisfactory .
It was this particularapproach to perceptions that prompted the inclusion
in the present study of a "check list"of student personnel services with
whom the respondents had had contact.
Other studies have been completed since 1966 regardingevaluations of
student personnel services, but only oneappeared so different or unique as
to require reporting further here. This one,which demands more than a
cursory description, was a 1970effort by the National Association of Student
Personnel Administrators (NASPA). The study waspublished as Mono-
graph #3 in April of 1970, and was entitled Assumptionsand Beliefs of Selec-
ted Members of the Academic Community. Since thedivision of research and
program development of NASPA had, in 1966,undertaken a study of values ,
perceptions , and convictions of student personneladministrators , the divi-
sion believed a further investigation was necessarywithin the academic com-
munity which would focus on assumptions and beliefs,this time, of specific
other members of that academic community. The focusof the study was the
role of the "dean of students" and perceptions of thatrole by these other mem-
bers of the academic community. Five major groupsof respondents were
questioned. These were:
1)the chief personnel administrator,
2)the faculty ,
3)the president of the institution
4)the president of the student body ,
5)the editor of the student newspaper.29
Each of theserespondents completed aquestionnaire which wasdesigned to
elicit responses aboutassumptions and beliefs in the areasof learning and
student development ,control of studentbehavior ,campus governance ,
and the role aswell as administrativestyle of the chief studentpersonnel
administrator of theinstitution.The comprehensivefindings of the
study are too lengthyto be reported here ,but it is important tounderstand
that the assumptionsand beliefs of the students ,faculty , and others invol-
ved in highereducation relate closelyto perceptions thesepeople may have
about student personnelservices in general. Thestudy seemed particularly
well designed asexemplified by the attempt toelicit responses regarding as-
sumptions and beliefs aboutthe dean of students per sein advance of collec-
ting and interpretingdata regarding suchthings as student rolesin the ed-
ucational process , or campusgovernance anddecision-making.It is the
dean of students (still oneof the more commontitles for the chief student per-
sonnel administrator)who is responsiblefor the entire groupof special func-
tions which collectivelymake up the studentpersonnel services program.
Perceptions about underlyingbeliefs or underlyingphilosophies for such a
total program areultimately hisresponsibility in terms ofinterpretation or
translation to practiceof those underlyingphilosophies .In this connection ,
one or two majorfindings of the study areworth recounting.
There was strong supportfor the view that thechief student personnel
administrator should be astudent advocate andthat his professionalposition30
should be sostructured as to make himhighly accessible to studentswhile
at the sametime reducing the possibilityof his involvement in conflictwith
them. Particularlythe student body presidentsand student newspapereditors
felt that the chief studentpersonnel administrator shouldavoid conflict with
students on virtually anyissue so that it would beeasier to "relate" to him.
The other majorfinding was that institutionalpresidents , apparently feel
the chief student personneladministrator should not have,within his primary
function, any commitment tostudent advocacy. Manypresidents felt that
the major responsibilityof the chief student personneladministrator should
be maintenance ofcontrol on the campus, theenforcement of moral
standards, and continuanceof "order." Further, suchfunctions should
not detract from his otheractivities .Much of the contemporaryliterature
contradicts the presidents'views, particularly in thatother study findings
reveal nearly every otherconstituent group on the campusperceiving
a clear conflict betweenso-called "disciplinaryfunctions" and student advo-
cacy or counselingfunctions.
Some observations ofDutton,Appleton, and Birch,reflecting the
findings of the study , had majorimplications for the rationalefor the present
study. They believed that,
Many deans seem not tohave a clear conceptionof their
values. Others mayunderstand what theybelieve , but
they fail to espousevigorously their values outof fear of
straining relationships....what should be the responseof
the dean when he isconfronted with an importantvalue31
judgment? First, he must examinehis personal values and
convictions and the values and objectivesof the academic
community .Secondly , he must move to a decision based on
the result of his examination....having decided where he
stands on an issue he must feed thisviewpoint into the decision-
making process and actively seek an outcomethat has educational
merit.
The authors point out that processof examination and decision-making
is difficult and requires courageto place one's values above those perceiv-
ed to be held by the institutionwhen they are in conflict. These statements
raised, but did not answer the questionthat in one sense precipitated the
present study: would not the acceptanceby the profession of student per-
sonnel of a basic underlying philosophyreduce the potential for such fre-
quent conflicts between valuejudgments of the- chief student personnel
administrator and those of the others in theacademic community--particu-
larly if there were some agreement among anumber of individuals and con-
stituent bodies as to what the underlyingphilosophy should be?32
Summary
In nearly all studiesof evaluation of activity in thefield of student per-
sonnel services ,the focus was on specificfunctions , specific services , or
programswhich student personnel specialistsoften perform and, as well,
on whetherrespondents in the various studiesagreed that specific and sep-
arate studentpersonnel services were either:a) generally known about by
the campuscommunity at large,Or b) approved of or "important." Further,
it appears generally truethat, as Ross (1967) stated:
While there is a considerablebody of knowledge concerning the
field of student personnel work , verylittle has been reported
NrerA on the evaluation of studentpersonnel programs.
This statement could becarried one step further to indicatethat almost
nothing has been reported in theliterature regarding a study onunderlying
philosophies for what is viewed by studentpersonnel staff as the fielditself.
It also appears that recognizedauthorities in student personnel cannot agree
on definitions for the field.
In all the literature related todefinitions or evaluations in student person-
nel services and in all the studiesexamined, the only measurementprocedure
discovered was the survey method which, of course ,depends upon opinions
and feelings of various constituent groups orindividuals .Such surveys are
the most popular research tool in student personnelwork , in part becausein-
formation obtained from the surveys may provide a basefor comparison of one33
kind of evaluation vs. another. Each study islimited in scope, particularly
to the institution within whoseconfines the survey was completed, and be-
cause each of the individualsdoing surveys tended to develop instruments
which would serve a particular purpose at a particular time.Chapter III
Design and Organization ofthe Study
Introduction
As noted in ChapterII, most studies regardingstudent personnel have
been evaluativeof the services and, in all casesperused, the eventual focus
was onspecific functions or procedureswhich student personnel workers
performed. Almost all suchstudies were completed by the useof the survey
method. This method doesincorporate several distinctivefaults , one of
which is the lack ofunbiased control groups ,another the difficulty
in controlling all variablesbut the one being studied.However, a major dif-
ficulty with other approaches , e.g. ,the developmental orlongitudinal ap-
proach, is that they areoften costly, particularly in termsof time. Of course,
each method has its ownlimitations and as Wrenn (1951)stated, "there is no
fool-proof research design."
The survey method wasused in this study , largelybecause it was the
most convenient method tocollect the data required and toapply measure-
ments of comparison andvariability. Consistency was also afactor; no
studies in the general studentpersonnel area were foundwhich used any
other method. The mostimportant reason, however, was sothat the study
could not be perceived as anattempt at analyzing datarelated to some spe-
cial or esoteric function withinstudent personnel or asanother evaluation35
of practice in the field, but rather an exploration of understandings and percep-
tions of the basic philosophies which should, do, or may , underlie
student personnel services .This very basic approach to help define and
provide a philosophic base for student personnel services was seemingly best
aided by a comparison study which used much descriptive and demographic
data in the development of findings capable of analysis .36
Procedures
Instrument. A two-page questionnaire was used in this study (see Ap-
pendix B). Page one was primarily a self-report of demographic and exper-
iential data about the respondent. Some questions were divided into sections
to be answered by only one group or another of the respondents .The sec-
ond page of the questionnaire was devoted exclusively to a one-paragraph
description of what student personnel services appear to be on most Ameri-
can campuses and four one-paragraph statements of philosophies developed
by the author which could underlie student personnel services on any cam-
pus. The four philosophical positions were written as extractions from exi-
sting philosophies of general education.
The four philosophical positions are:
1)neo-humanist 2)rationalist
3)instrumentalist 4)integralist
Three of the four come originally from Harold Taylor (1951) reported pri-
marily by Lloyd-Jones (1951). The fourth comes from Tollefson and Bris-
tow (1964). These four were selected over the dozens of others possible
partly because, asTaylor himself says,
No philosophical concept or philosophy of education ever ap-
pears in actual existence as a pure form, and no matter how
an educator tries , he cannot build an educational institution
upon conceptions which then reproduce themselves in
reality.
But Brunson and Lloyd-Jones and Smith exemplify the student person-37
nel authorswho agree that the Taylorpositions can represent a logical ap-
proach. Taylor'sphilosophical bases and Lloyd-Jones'interpretations in
light of studentpersonnel practice provide at least someunderpinnings for
aphilosophic base .
One other factorinfluencing the use of Taylor's philosophical concep-
tions was their usein other studies .For example, Crookston, Keist ,Miller,
and Ivey (1966) usedTaylor's positions in soliciting responsesof "parents ,
students , student leaders ,academic and student personnelfaculty to the
educational mission of the University" aspart of a study of attitudes concern-
ing University-studentrelationships .
The fourth position, theintegralist, as propounded by Tollefson and
Bristow , is included because , asTollefson describes it (1971) , it is the only
new , intact philosophy tobe deliberately designed aroundthe existence of
cohesive student personnel services and asthe only new philosophy since
Taylor's conceptions .Excepting certain sections of Crookston'sOrganizational
Model for Student Development (1970),"it appears as opposed to fuzzy goals
and objectives , expected outcomes, orambiguous definitions ."
Tollefson indicated three majordifferences between the neo-humanist ,
rationalist, or instrumentalist philosophiesand the integralist philosophy:
1. The integralist is the only onewhich appears to lend genuinefree-
dom of choice to the student.38
2.It is unitary as opposed to being segmentary or pluralistic.
3.1t fits directly with and was developed specifically out of the
contemporary objectives of higher education.
There are dozens of other philosophies of both education in general and
higher education in particular. Brubacher's ModernPhilosophies of Educa-
tion (1962) , Rich's (ed.) Readings in thePhilosophies of Education (1959) and
Park's Selected Readings in the Philosophy of Education (1963) exhibit such
"isms" as: progressivism , existentialism, idealism, pragmatism, and realism.
These helped determine the author's selection of Taylor's conceptions and
Tollefson's extension as most applicable to the student personnel group in
higher education. Lloyd-Jones appears to reinforce the selection stating in this
regard:
Taylor has categorized the philosophical principles that underlie
programs of education into three general divisions , with which
most educational philosophers would agree, in general, although
some would break them down into more than three.
The Sample Population. Three categories of individuals affiliated in some
way with Oregon State University were chosen to be sampled:
1) junior and senior (upper-division) undergraduate students,
2) parents of those students ,
3) members of the teaching faculty of the University .
Studentswere selected for somewhat obvious reasons andbecause register-
ed students are the primary target population of student personnel services.
Parents of those students were selected because (a) they carry the tax bur-
den of providing higher education in the state of Oregon; because (b) stu-39
personnel administratorsoften verbalize intuitivefeelings that no one
besides themselves ,especially persons outside highereducation , knows
what they do orwhy; because (c) Bailey'sStudy , reported in ChapterII,
indicated that"non-academic" persons perceivedstudent personnel services
more positivelythan other groups at thecollege, but it was questionedwhe-
ther they couldperceive them at all.
Faculty were selected because(a) of the feelingsverbalized by student
personnel administrators asin (b) above; (b). they have,either in groups
such as faculty senates orindividually, much to say aboutoperation of insti-
tutions in terms ofrepresentative input to administrativesystems; (c) facul-
ty have historically hadand continue to have what are nowperceived as stu-
dent personnel functions toperform; (d) faculty themselvesdiffer sharply,
as noted in such works asCaplow and IlcGee's TheAcademic Marketplace
(1965), on the issue of anypervasive philosophy to underliefaculty activi-
ties even within a given singledepartment of the University .
A stratified random sample wasselected for the student and parent sam-
ple groups by computer ,utilizing University lists and rostersfor these ca-
tegories. Junior or senior undergraduatestatus by Oregon StateUniversity
definition was calculated andseparated by computer and arandom sample
drawn from this population. Thecomputer printed out onmailing labels the
entire faculty list from which arandom sample was hand drawn.Those fac-
ulty members not on full-timeteaching status or teaching atother than main40
campus locations wereeliminated. Subjects from this portion of the sampled
population were chosen using a table of random digits. The total nfor the
study was 1000 divided into the three categories asfollows:
junior and senior undergraduate students =400,
those students' parents =400,
teaching faculty members =200.
Data Collection.A mailing was made to all individuals in the sample
populations. The United States mails were used to forward questionnaires
to all parents included in the sample group as well as those students whodid
not have a campus address. The Oregon State University campus mail was
utilized for those respondents with a campus address. "Drop-off" boxes were
placed at several locations on the campus in order to facilitate return of the
questionnaires. The cover letter (see Appendix A) which accompanied each
questionnaire indicated that the completed questionnaire could be returned by
U.S. mail in the self-addressed, stamped envelope provided. Table No. I
on the following page shows the number and percent of completed and retur-
ned questionnaires from the total sample. Although some personal contacts
were made with both students and faculty who had failed to return completed
questionnaires, the net result of the follow-up did not statistically or signifi-
cantly affect the percentage return from the distribution.
Statistical Procedure. Descriptive and demographic data were tabled
and analyzed and indicative descriptive patterns reported. Not all demogra-
phic data were compared with or measured against inferential data as the41
TABLE I
QUESTIONNAIRES DISTRIBUTED AND RETURNED
BY THE THREE SAMPLED GROUPS
SAMPLED GROUPS NUMBER IN NUMBER PERCENT
SAMPLE RETURNED RETURNED
COMPLETED*
STUDENTS 400 228 57.0
PARENTS 400 165 41.3
FACULTY 200 115 57.5
TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRES 1000 508 50.8
* Except in the tables for expected and X
2
values , which were computer-derived
and carried to 2 or 3 decimal places , percentages in all tables are reported to
1 decimal place.42
addition of further null hypotheseswould have broadened the scope and in-
tent of the study tosuch an extent that revealing data might wellhave been
obscured in terms of theirimportance.
The chi-square test of independence was usedto determine the consis-
tency of response patternsfor the various groups or the significance of
difference in responses between and amongthe sample groups.All hypo-
theses were tested to the .05 levelof significance.
The decision was made to restrict theexposition to non-paired chi-
square data in order todemonstrate the deliberately rudimentary aswell as
basic philosophic nature of the study.
As well as the desire to maintain simplicity,there was no means of provid-
ing reasonable security of matched student responseswith those of their par-
ents. For those returns about which there wascomplete sureness of pairing,
there was an insufficient number to be pairtested.
Paired data comparisons might have been utilized,particularly to re-
move variations due to pairingcharacteristics between the sampled students
and sampled parents .These would perhaps have yielded a more powerful
test than the chi-square test of independencebased on non-paired data.
However, a particularly powerful test was neitherrequired nor desired. In
fact, it might have been possible to use ANOVA (analysisof variance) pro-
cedures.Lunney (1970) studied appropriatestatistical comparison tests
and concluded, among other findings , that:43
Often investigators spend muchtime developing instrumentswhich
will yield scores that can be analyzedwith parametric statistical
tests .If the data they obtain is dichotomous ,they use a chi-square
test. Complex chi-square tests havebeen developed, but most of
them are difficult to compute...
Lunney showed that, evenin some cases with continuousvariables as well
as dichotomous ones ,the use of ANOVA may be welljustified for the kinds
of measurement and data-recordingprocedures often done in the statistical
research areas of the socialsciences .
All data were tabulated accordingto at least two variables ofclassifica-
tion, thus making mostappropriate the test for association betweenthese var-
iables by chi-square procedures.Use of such tables , normallycalled contin-
gency tables , and theappropriate null hypothesis to be testedresults in de-
termining that the two classifications areindependent , i.e. , the probability
that an observation will fall in aparticular row or column is not affectedby
the particular row or column towhich it may belong. Thus, not rejecting a
null hypothesis means one canbe confident that the two variables arethus
dependent or somehow correlated.In an analysis of data for this study ,the
variables of classification are groupsof people and characteristic categories
such as demographic background,present life-style, etc.. Thecontingency
tables thus shown , for example asNos. VII and VIII, are easilyunderstood.
Therefore, a null hypothesis utilizingsuch data set down in tables could
be phrased in two ways , "thecharacteristic being tested is independentof
the group from which anindividual comes and there is nodifference between44
groups in relation to thecharacteristic one is testing," or more typically,
"no significant difference exists between ...".
Mathematically:
Ho:pii = pii-pi-(i= 1,2:j= 1,2,...,c) where,pi=
probability of a random object falling in the cell of the i-th row and
the j-th column.
n C
pi=rilrDii"A"4 Pi ii=PiiP2j with
c= number of columns in the table.It can be shown (Wine, 1965) that:
2 -2 X2 /e..is approximately Xdistributed with c1 d.f.
-kJ_1J13 13
wherenij
=observed frequency in cell ij and
1J estimates
of the expected frequency in the i-th row and the j-th column using max-
imum likelihood estimates forpi j: &Li = ni-ni/n where n =
the observed total for row i, then n.j= the observed total for column
j and n = the total number of cases in a given contingency table.
Like all statistical analyses, the chi-square is based on certain assump-
tions if the analysis is to produce dependable results. Particularly for a
study such as this, one essential limitation must be recognized: the chi-square
is limited to frequency kinds of data. The category may be defined by a
measurement, but the raw data within the category are counted for the data
to be analyzed. Measurements themselves cannot be analyzed by chi square.
In certain of the tables , it should be noted that raw data and frequencies
would result in small expected values. In some cases, it might have been
possible to apply Yates' correction (Chase, 1967) where degrees of freedom45
equalled one and no expected frequency should be less than five, but small
cells would not and could not distort the results. As Chase puts it,
If cell categories can be reasonably combined to eliminate small
cell expectancies this alternative may be considered. However,
a posteriori manipulations tend to deteriorate experimental
sophistication.Chapter IV
Results of the Study
Discussion of Demographic & Descriptive Data Findings
All of the descriptive data were tabulated by respondentgroups, i.e. ,
students , parents, and faculty. Table V is shown as an aggregation of Tables
II, III, and IV for questions answered by all respondents and Table VIis an
aggregation of data from Tables II, III and IV insummary terms for questions
answered by all respondents.
Results: Table II.Table II displays raw and percentage data from the
responses of students to the questionnaire. Nearly GO% of the studentres-
pondents were native Oregonians, although a stratified random sample of
all upper-division students of the Universitywas selected. Whether or not
this statistical percentage of responses from native Oregonians fitswith the
percentage of native Oregonians attending Oregon State University whowere
in their junior or senior undergraduateyears was not verified. The study
did not measure any relationship between a student's nativestatus and his
philosophical position choice for student personnel services, although this
was tested for the parent sample. The status of native Oregonians forstudent
respondents does not specifically relate to the design of thestudy. However,
this might well be a question of interest toa researcher studying only Ore-
gon students .47
TABLE II
NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES OF STUDENTS
TO ALL QUESTIONS GERMANE TO THEM.
n = 228.
QUESTION
1.Native Oregonian
a)Yes 131 57.5
b) No 97 42.5
2.Age
a)19 (mean age21.3) 17 7.5
b)20 (median age 21.5) 39 17.1
c)21 (modal age 21) 72 31.5
d)22 43 18.9
e)23 54 23.7
f)unanswered 3 1.3
3.Sex
a)Male 138 60.5
b)Female 89 39.0
c)Unspecified 1 .5
4.Did Subject Live in University Housing?
a)Yes 22 9.6
b) No 206 90.4
14. Services with which the subject has had
contact, (dealing with professional or
administrative staff member. )
a)Counseling Center 57 25.0
b) Housing Office 107 46.9
c)Placement and Career Planning 50 21.9
d) Admissions Office 94 41.2
e)College Union and Student Activities 132 57.948
TABLE IIcontinued
QUESTION
f)Health Service 189 82.9
g)Orientation 73 32.0
h)Registrar 120 52.6
i)Financial Aids 103 45.2
j)Office of International Education 11 4.8
k)Judicial or Disciplinary Boards 26 11.4
1)Dean of Students Office 49 21.5
Aggregate responses,
with some contact 223 97.8
without contact 5 2.2
15. Rating of experience with professional
or administrative staff member
a)Positive 122 53.5
b)Negative 25 11.0
c)Neutral 79 34.6
d) Unknown 2 .9
16. Subject's preferred philosophical
position
a)Neo-humanist 48 21.1
b)Rationalist 24 10.5
c)Instrumentalist 41 17.9
d)Integralist 98 43.0
e)Did not agree with any of above 8 3.5
f)Unusable , unknown , or missing 9 4.049
Responses to question number two regarding age were sought since it
was believed that a large percentageof responses from other than the 18
through 25 year-old age group might have skewed statistical results re-
garding philosophical position choice. However, as can be seen from Table
II, this situation was not encountered.
Question three regards sex of respondents. While not an equal break-
down in terms of the random sample selected, the data correlate with the
sex ratio of upper-division undergraduate studentsattending Oregon
State University. There are considerably fewer women students than men,
owing in part to the nature of the institution.
Question number four was included to allow for an additional hypothe-
sis regarding respondent's residence in terms of his philosophical position
choices. Because less than 10% of the entire sample actually lived in uni-
versity provided housing at the time of completion of the questionnaire , a
hypothesis measuring relationship between place of residence and philoso-
phical position choice was not tested.
Table II next displays information about student personnel services
within which the subject respondent had had contact with a professional
or administrative staff member in a specific department. While itmight be
challenged that contact with a student personnel staff member could be char-
acterized as purely administrative, the results as related on Table II appear
self-evident. The most significant result is the aggregate response, in50
which it was discovered that nearly all student respondents had had some
kind of contact with a professional or administrativeff member (or be-
lieved they had) in at least one of the student personr.services and, as
noted by the responses to question number 15, felt that the experience with
that professional staff member in more than one-half thecases had been
positive. The data indicate that more than one-third of the student respondents
felt completely neutral about their experiences witha professional student
personnel worker.
Question number 16 was considered the "key" question andwas used
as the basis for testing all hypotheses.Nearly one-half the student respon-
dents (43%) believed that the integralist philosophy should be that under-
lying student personnel services, at least on the Oregon State University
campus. The next most popular response, the neo-humanist position, show-
ed only one-half the number of responses as the integralist and only28%
of the student response believed that either the rationalistor instrumenta-
list philosophy should underlie student personnel services. Only eight
students did not agree that any of the philosophical positionswere appro-
priate (3.5%). The questionnaire asked that those responding with posi-
tion choice E, (that they did notagree with any of the above positions), note
on the back of the questionnaire why they may have disagreed withany of
the statements. Some of these resultsare reproduced later in Chapter IV.
Nine students drew arrows linking one or more of the position choices)51
drew large question marks covering the entire second page of the question-
naire, crossed out certain words considered to be "key" words in the philo-
sophical position choices, or added words tothe four position choices which,
in the opinion of the author, invalidated the position choice in terms of in-
tent. Such actions were reported as unuseable, unknown, or "missing data"
and are reported as such on the contingency tables relating the chi-square
data.
Results: Table III.Table III displays raw and percentage data from the
responses of parents to all questions germane to them. Less than one-half
the parents sampled were native Oregonians as displayed by the responses to
question number one. Whether or not this statistical percentage of respon-
ses from parents who were native Oregonians fits with any percentage which
could be generated for native Oregonians who are parents of college stu-
dents attending Oregon State University was not and could not be easily
verified. As well, such data was of no significance in terms of the present
study.In contrast however , one hypothesis (number six) used a chi-
square measurement relating native Oregonian parents and non-native
Oregonian parents with the philosophical position choice. This is reflected
in discussion of the data generated from Table XII.
Question number two dealt with age of the parent respondent group and
was included in the questionnaire for much the same reason as the age re-
quest was included in the student responses. A large percentage of respon-
ses from any age group at the far lower or upper ends of chronological age52
TABLE III
NUMBERS ANDPERCENTAGES OFRESPONSES OF PARENTS TO ALLQUESTIONS GERMANETO THEM.
n = 165
QUESTION
1.Native Oregonian
a)Yes
74 b) No
91
44.9
55.1
2.Age
a)45 or under
15 9.1 b)46-50 (mean age49.8) 63 38.2 c)51-55 (median age 51) 49 29.7 d)56-60 (modal age50) 17 10.3 e)Over 60
7 4.2 f)Unanswered 14 8.5
3.Sex
a)Male
71 43.0 b) Female
85 51.5 c)Unspecified
9 5.5
4.Highest level of formaleducation
a)Elementary School 3 1.8 b) High School
70 42.3 c)College
62 37.6 d)Graduate School 29 17.6 e) Unknown
1 .6
5.Highest level of formaleducation
of spouse
a)Elementary School
5 3.0 b) High School
73 44.3 c)College 63 38.2 d)Graduate School 19 11.5 e)Unknown 5 3.0TABLE III - continued
QUESTION 0
O
7.Did subject attend Oregon State:
a)Yes 36 21.8
b) No 54 32.7
c)Not Applicable 75 45.5
8.Did subject's spouse attend Oregon State?
a)Yes 28 17.0
b) No 54 32.7
c)Not Applicable 83 50.3
9.Occupation of primary wage earner in
family
a)Agriculture (Farmer-Rancher) 15 9.1
b) Trades and Labor 41 24.8
c)Clerical 7 4.2
d)Semi-professional 50 30.3
e)Professional 31 18.9
f)Retired, Unemployed or Disabled 4 2.4
g)Unclassified (13) or Unknown (4) 17 10.3
14. Services with which the subject has had
contact (dealing with a professional staff
member)
a)Counseling Center 17 10.3
b) Housing Office 20 12.1
c)Placement and Career Planning 39 23.6
d) Admissions Office 39 23.6
e)College Union and Student Activities
f)Health Services (and Mental Health
56 33.9
Clinic) 64 38.8
g)Orientation 19 11.5
h) Registrar 52 31.5
i)Financial Aids 15 9.1
j)Office of International Education 3 1.8
k)Judicial or Disciplinary Boards 1 .6
1)Dean of Students Office 39 23.6
Aggregate responses ,
with some contact 86 52.8
without contact 79 47.2
5354
TABLE IIIcontinued
QUESTION n
15. Rating of experience with professional
or administrative staff member
a)Positive 47 28.5
b)Negative 7 4.2
c)Neutral 29 17.6
d)Not applicable 82 49.7
16.Subject's preferred philosophical position .
a)Neo-humanist 64 38.7
b)Rationalist 27 16.4
c)Instrumentalist 25 15.2
d)Integralist 39 23.6
e)Did not agree with any of above 10 6.155
scales for parents would havechallenged the validity of chi-square measure-
ments regarding philosophical positionchoice and the randomness of the
parent sample.As was the case with the student response, however, the
mean, median, and modal agesof all parents responding to the questionnaire
fell in a fairly narrow range.
Question number three(aswasthecasewithTable H regarding
student responses) dealt with the sex of parent respondents.There were
some author expectations that the femalesample return might be considerably
higher than the male sample, due to the fact that questionnaires weremailed to
the homes of parent respondents.However, nearly as many male respondents
in the parent sample completed the questionnaire asfemale respondents with
only 5% left unspecified.
Questions numbered five and six requested the highest levelof formal
education of both the parent respondent and spouse, in part todetermine
what percentage of the total parent sample had attended acollege or uni-
versity.
Questions numbered seven and eight made more specific theresults from
questions numbered five and six and determined whether ornot the respondent
or the respondent's spouse attendedOregon State University.Aggregate fig-
ures would be difficult and unwieldyboth to measure and utilize in these ca-
tegories,but percentage statistics showed that nearlyhalf the respond-
ents had not attended college and that even closer tohalf the spouses of the56
responding parents had not attended any college or university .Time and
scope of study factors precluded a hypothesisdealing further with this data.
It was not necessary to test a hypothesis regarding attendance at Oregon
State University , since over 75% of both the responding parents and their
spouses did not attend that institution.
Occupation of primary family wage earner was tested in question number
nine. While the responses entered on the questionnaire stated specific (or
nearly as specific as they could say) "occupation" of the primary wage ear-
ner in the family , these specifics were translated into a series of seven clas-
sifications shown as letters "a" through "g" on the questionnaire. The "g"
section dealt with unclassified or unknown occupations which fit into none
of the other specific categories. Again, time and scope of study factors pre-
cluded the testing of a hypothesis with respect to philosophical position
choice and occupation of primary family wage earner.
In terms of only the parent sample, the aggregate response to question
number 14 is the most significant outcome, perhaps the only one worthy of
discussion here. Of the total number of parents attaining a formal education-
al level equating with college or university , over half had had some contact
with a professional staff member in one of the student personnel services.
In the original projected null hypotheses, there was one regarding signifi-
cant difference in perception of a philosophical base for student personnel
services between parents who had had contact with a professional staff mem-
ber and those who had not , much as null hypothesis number sevendealt57
with this subject in terms of student responses .This hypothesis was
eliminated in the final set tested in order to simplify and clarify the
intent of the study and its expected outcomes.As might be expected from
results of the previous question , nearly one-half the parent response to
question number 15 was not applicable. Of the applicable responses, how-
ever, most were positive in terms of inclination of the parent respondent
sample.
Question number 16 was again the "key" question and used as a basis
for testing all hypotheses in terms of the intent of the study .Nearly 40% of
the parent sample believed that a philosophy described as neo-humanist
should be the one adopted by student personnel services of the institution
which their dependents were attending. The neo-humanist philosophy im-
plies,in large part and for purposes of the study , an in-loco-parentis ap-
proach to the registered student.It is equally significant that the integralist
philosophy stood next to the neo-humanist in terms of parent response with
the rationalist and instrumentalist philosophies both garnering only approx-
imately 16% of the remaining responses.
Ten parents did not agree that any of the philosophical positions should
underlie student personnel services (6.1%). Those responding with position
choice E were requested to note on the back of the questionnaire , if they
wished, why they disagreed with any or all of the philosophical position
statements. Samples of these statements are reproduced later in Chapter IV .58
None of the parents invalidated a position choicewith an attempt to cross
out, add words to, or otherwise change partsof the philosophical position
choice they circled. Perhaps this means only that parents are more condi-
tioned to certain kinds of responses to questionnaires or are perhaps less
inclined to challenge validity or approach.
Results: Table IV. Table IV displays raw and percentage data of res-
ponses from faculty to all questions germane to them.Nearly 90% of the faculty
sample were not native Oregonians and this question was included only to
ascertain if a hypothesis might be tested from a statistically significant sample
dealing with differences in approach of native vs. non-native Oregonians to
philosophical position choices .
Somewhat the same rationale was used for question number two, again
regarding age. A large number of the respondents falling at either end of
a broad age scale had potential to skew results of the studyfor faculty res-
pondents as with the parent sample. While the mean, median, and modal
ages did appear as somewhat lower than author-expectedchronological levels
they did fall in a relatively narrow range. Nearly 70% of the faculty response
came from faculty members between the agesof 36 and 60.
Again, as was expected, the question regarding sex generated more
than an 80% response from male faculty members. This is indicative of the
percentage of male vs. female teaching faculty members at Oregon State
University.59
TABLE IV
NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES OF
FACULTY TO ALL QUESTIONS GERMANE TO THEM.
n = 115
QUESTION
1)Native Oregonian
a)Yes 13 11.3
b) No 102 88.7
2.Age
a)Under 35 26 22.6
b)36-45 (mean age43.5) 41 35.6
c)46-60 (median age 42) 38 33.0
d)Over 60 (modal age45) 4 3.5
e)Unanswered 6 5.2
3.Sex
a)Male 96 83.5
b)Female 17 14.8
c)Unspecified 2 1.7
12. Does subject teach in his specific field?
a)Yes 103 89.6
b) No 10 8.7
c)Unknown 2 1.7
13. Approximate size of subject's "alma
mater" at the time his degree was
granted
a)0-2500 1 0.9
b)2500-5000 6 5.2
c)5000-10000 24 20.9
d)10001-over 81 70.4
e)Unknown 3 2.6TABLE IVcontinued
QUESTION
60
14. Services with which the subject hashad
contact (dealing with professional or ad-
ministrative staff member)
a)Counseling Center 26 22.6
b) Housing Office 66 57.4
c)Placement and Career Planning 48 41.7
d) Admissions Office
59 51.3
e)College Union and Student Activities 58 50.4
f)Health Service 82 71.3
g)Orientation 21 18.3
h) Registrar 52 45.2
i)Financial Aids 36 31.3
j)Office of International Education 14 12.2
k)Judicial or Disciplinary Boards 2 1.7
1)Dean of Students Office 20 17.4
Aggregate response
with some contact 106 92.2
without contact 9 7.8
15. Rating of experience with professional
or administrative staff member
a)Positive 62 53.9
b) Negative 11 9.6
c)Neutral 25 21.7
d) Unknown
1 0.9
e)Not answered 16 13.9
16. Subjects' preferred philosophicalposition
a)Neo-humanist 11 9.6
b)Rationalist 37 32.2
c)Instrumentalist 16 13.9
d)Integra list 37 32.2
e)Did not agree with any of above 9 7.8
0Unusable , Unknown , or Missing 5 4.361
Question number 12 determined whether the faculty member was teach-
ing in the field of primary preparation. It was felt that if a significant num-
ber of faculty were teaching in disciplines different from those in which they
had been trained, this might have generated a comparison with a philosophi-
cal position choice. However, such a hypothesis was untestable since nearly
90% of the subjects did teach in the field of their primary preparation.
Question number 13 dealt with the approximate size of the respondent's
"alma mater" when the highest earned degree was awarded. Such data were
requested in order to generate interest beyond the scope of the present
study to deal with responses only of faculty regarding philosophical posi-
tion choices for student personnel. This is in concert with prior comments
regarding certain of the data from Table III in terms of parent responses.
Approximately 70% of the faculty members had earned their highest
academic degree from an institution of over 10,000 registered students.
Ninety per cent of the faculty respondents had graduated from an institution
of over 5,000 registered students.
Question number 14 echoed those for students and parents ,and was con-
cerned with those student personnel services in which the faculty respondent
had had some contact with a professional or administrative staff member.
The aggregate responses were again most significant with over 92% of the
faculty responding to such contact at some point in their academic careers.
Coupling this response to the results of question number 15, the rating of62
the experience with a professional staff member is also significant. Only
half, approximately,of the respondents felt that their experience with such
a staff member had been positive and nearly as many faculty as students
felt that the experience had been negative (as will also be shown fromdata
from Table V). Nearly 14% of the faculty respondents did notanswer this
question.
In terms of respondents' preferred philosophical position,the faculty
were evenly split between the rationalist (B) And the integralist (D) philoso-
phies. While the percentage of responses was significantlygreater for the
rationalist position than for the neo-humanist or instrumentalist, facultyappar-
ently were as disposed toward the integralist theory as the rationalist. Nine
faculty members, or 7.8% of the respondents , did not agree with any of the
four underlying structured philosophies. Samples of written facultycomments
are reported later in Chapter IV.
Five faculty members in some way altered or linked the four positionchoices
which invalidated such positions. One faculty member circledno position
choice which consequently became "missing data."
Results: Table V. Table V is an aggregation of Tables II, III and IV.
Insofar as each has been reported individually, comments in this section will
relate exclusively to comparisons among the three respondentgroups.
Native status of all respondents has been discussed in terms of Tables
II,HI and IV and warrants no further comments.This is also appro-63
priate for questions two and three regarding age and sex of respondents. A
more significant finding is noted with respect to question number 14 which
regards contact with a professional staff member in student personnel ser-
vices. Both students and faculty showed a high number and percentage of
contact, but only slightly over one-half the parent respondents had ever had
any contact with a professional staff member. Some implied meanings of
this data will be found in the results of tests of hypotheses number seven
and eight, although , as notedbefore, no hypothesis could be tested regard-
ing the parent sample.It is likewise significant that less than one percent-
age point separates the responses of students and faculty regarding their
experiences with student personnel staff members. In each case 53+% of the
responses were positive toward the experience, while nearly 50% of the
parents either did not respond or their responses were unknown.If
tested with the appropriate statistical procedure, a high correlation would
result, again between the responses of students and faculty in negative terms
to their experiences with student personnel staff members,noting that 11%
of the students and nearly 10% of the faculty both felt their experience had
been negative. While only slightly over 4% of the parents felt that the exper-
ience was a negative one, parents again fell far below students and faculty
in terms of rating their experiences neutral.
A side-by-side comparison of responses to the most important question
on the questionnaire are revealing. In each case, less than 10% of the res-
pondent group "did not agree" with any of the philosophical position choices,64
TABLE V
AGGREGATION OF TABLES H, III, AND IV, FOR
QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY ALL RESPONDENTS
QUESTION STUDENTS PARENTS FACULTY
n
0
-0 n % n %
1.Native Oregonian
Yes 131 51.5 74 44.9 13 11.3
No 97 42.5 91 55.1 102 88.7
2.Age
Mean 21.3 49.8 43.5
Median 21.5 51 51 42
Modal 21 50 45
3.Sex
Male 138 60.5 71 43.0 96 83.5
Female 89 39.0 85 51.5 17 14.8
Unspecified 1 .5 9 5.5 2 1.7
14. Services with
which the sub-
ject has had
contact (dealing
with profession-
al or adminis-
trative staff
members
--
Aggregate
with some contact 223 97.8 86 52.8 106 92.2
without contact 5 2.2 79 47.2 9 7.8TABLE Vcontinued
QUESTION STUDENTS PARENTS
65
FACULTY
n .% n . %
1.5. Rating of
experience
positive 122 53.5 47 28.5 6253.9
negative 25 11.0 7 4.2 119.6
neutral 79 34.6 29 17.6 2521.7
Unknown 2 .9 82 49.7 1714.8
or N/A
.
16. Subject's
preferred
philosophical
position
k-neo-humanist 42 21.1 64 38.7 119.6
B-rationalist 24 10.5 27 16.4 3732.2
:3-instrumentalist 41 17.9 25 15.3 1613.9
D-integralist 98 43.0 39 23.6 3732.2
E-did not agree 8 3.5 10 6.1 97.8
F-unusable, un-
known, or
missing data 9
--
4.0 0 .0 54.366
the percentage falling to 3.5 in terms of the student responses. Such a side-
by-side comparison also implies some of the findings from the most im-
portant hypothesis tested in the study , the results of which are reported on
Table VII in terms of hypothesis number one. There was a relatively clear
preference for the integralist (D) position on the part of students,and a fairly
strong preference on the part of parent respondents for the neo-humanist (A)
position. Nearly as strong a response as that of parents for the neo-humanist
position was given to the rationalist position on the part of the faculty, although
faculty respondents believed as strongly in the integralist (D) position. Less
than 18% of any of the respondent groups believed the instrumentalist position
(C) to be the appropriate one .
Results: Table VI. Totaling the results of all raw and percentage data
from Tables II,III and IV provided more information of a descrip-
tive nature. Questions answered by all respondents dealt with native Ore-
gonian status, sex, services with which the respondent had contact with a
professional or administrative staff member in student personnel, a rating of
that experience, and the subjects' preferred philosophical position choice.
The raw data from each of these five common questions is displayed in Table
VI in summary form .This aggregation of data was completed as a means of
pursuing information as though data from the three respondent groups com-
bined would serve as a single large sample of a total population.
The results from question number one showed that nearly half the total
sample from among the three groups were native Oregonians.67
TABLE VI
AGGREGATION OF DATA FROM TABLES II,III AND IV
FOR QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY ALL RESPONDENTS
QUESTION
1.Native Oregonian
a)Yes 218 42.9
b) No 290 57.1
3.Sex
a)Male 305 60.1
b) Female 191 37.5
c)Unspecified 12 2.4
14. Services with which the subject hashad
contact (dealing with professional orad-
ministrative staff member)
a)Counseling Centre 100 19.6
b) Housing Office 193 37.9
c)Placement and Career Planning 137 26.9
d) Admissions Office 192 37.7
e)College Union and Student Activities
f)Health Service (and Mental Health
246 48.4
Clinic) 335 65.9
g)Orientation 113 22.2
h)Registrar 224 44.0
i)Financial Aids 154 30.3
j)Office of International Education 120 23.6
k)Judicial or Disciplinary Boards 29 5.7
1)Dean of Student Office 108 21.2
Aggregate response
with some contact 415 81.7
without contact 93 18.3TABLE VIcontinued
QUESTION n %0
68
15. Rating of experience with professional
or administrative staff member
a)Positive 231 45.4
b)Negative 43 8.5
c)Neutral 133 26.2
d) Unknown 3 .6
e)Not Applicable 98 19.3
16. Subjects preferred philosophical position
a)Neo-humanist 122 24.0
b)Rationalist 88 17.3
c)Instrumentalist 32 16.1
d)Integralist 174 34.2
e)Did not agree with any of above 27 5.3
f)Unusable, Unknown, or Missing data 14 2.869
Since almost nothing has beenreported to this point about the indivi-
dual and specific student personnelservices with whicha subject or respon-
dent had contact in dealing witha professional staff person, mentionshould
be made of responses to thesespecific contacts.Nearly 20% of the totalsam-
ple population had hadcontact with a student personnelprofessional (pre-
sumably a counselor) in theCounseling Center. This isa slightly higher
than expected percentage in lightof statistics from the OregonState Univer-
sity Counseling Center forthe years 1969 through 1971,which report that
approximately 12% of the totalstudent population inany one year had some
contact with a professional counselor(extracted from the annualreports of
that Counseling Centre)Approximately 10% of the parentsample had had
such contact in terms of the CounselingCenter, yet faculty membersrespond-
ing indicated that 22% ofthem had had such contact. Thestudent response
was even larger with aneven 25% report of contact with professionalsin
the Counseling Center.
Of the total sample, somewhatless than 40% had contact withsomeone in
the housing office. Only 12% ofthe parents responded thisway while nearly
60% of the faculty members claimedthis kind of contact. The facultyfigure
is much closer to that of thestudent response who claimeda nearly 50% con-
tact.
Of the 27% of the total sampleresponse to contact with a Placement and
Career Planning student personnel"officer ," the facultywere by far the70
most frequent claimants of contacts with personnel in this service at a 41%
rate, while the average among the other three was approximately 23%.
Proceeding to statistics regarding contact with a professional staff member
in the Health Services area, nearly 83% of the students had had some contact
with someone in the Health Services while less than 40% of the parent sample
responded with report of such contact. This may be due in part to the significant
change in Health Services offered over the years.
A general pattern follows with respect to Statistics regarding contact
with members or administrators on judicial or disciplinary boards. Only
one parent reported such contact while two faculty members reported this
and 26 of the students checked this response. This may also relate to the
differences in structures of the judicial and disciplinary boards occurring
over time, but a separate study would be required to determine perceptions
about "getting into trouble" and the move from these particular terms of ref-
erence for judicial and disciplinary boards during the time the parent sam-
ple may have attended college toward "helping" functions which present
disciplinary boards profess to perform.
The Dean of Students office on most campuses is the office of the chief
student personnel administrator for that campus.The parent sample reported
nearly 23% of those responding having had such contact and the faculty and
student responses were approximately 17% and 20% respectively.Speculatively,
the parent sample may have been responding to the Dean of Students' office71
as a disciplinary agency .Disciplinary functions were typicallyperformed by
a "Deanof Men" or "Dean of Women" at manyAmerican institutions during the
time the parent sample mayhave been attending college .Such disciplinary
functions have continued until recent yearsin many colleges .
Over 80% of the total sample populationhad some contact with a student
personnel administrator;this has implications for the generalresults
of the study as measured by nullhypotheses number one and number two,
dealing with consistencies in responsepatterns and reported beginning on
the following page.
The ratings of experience with aprofessional or administrative staff
member have been recorded previouslyin terms of separate group responses.
Nearly one-half, or 45.4% of the totalsample having had contact with a stu-
dent personnel professional felttheir experience had been positive and ap-
proximately one-quarter, or 26.2%, feltneutral about their experiences .
Only 8.5% of all respondents felt thatthe experience had definitely been
negative in nature.
One of the most significantfindings from the study came from the ag-
gregation of data from Tables II, III andIV respecting the subject's prefer-
red philosophical position choices .Consistent with the individual sample
excepting the parents , approximately35% of the total sample group believed
the integralist theory ought tounderlie student personnel services , follow-
ing with the neo-humanist philosophychoice. The rationalist and instrum-
entalist choices were both considerablybehind with 17.3% and 16.1% res-72
pectively of the total prtferences. These percentage results have important
implications in terms of the outlook and intent of the entire study and
supporting data from Tables VII through XV will follow and lead to a number
of important implications and conclusions as reported in Chapter V.73 Results of Test Hypotheses
Null Hypothesis Number One. This reads as follows:
No consistent response pattern exists among all respondents
for a single perception of a philosophical base for student
personnel services as measured by responses to four philoso-
phical position choices for student personnel services.
An examination of Table VII on the page following shows that the chi-
square measurement at the .05 level of confidence (reported as the Xv. )
equalled 12.592. The measured chi-square for the Table at six degrees of
freedom was 58.366 and the expected values are as shown. Clearly, hypo-
thesis one was rejected as the chi-square values fell far beyond the range
of acceptance. Columns E and F on the Table reflect expected values not
large enough to be measured; those in Column E reflect a respondent's dis-
agreement with any of the preferred philosophical position choices and those
in Column F being undifferentiated positions, unuseable data, or missing
data with respect to those same position choices.A perusal of this Table
and a comparison of the measured chi-square against the critical chi-
square validates the implication that all respondents believe very different
things about philosophical bases which ought to underlie student personnel
services.This is probably the single most important finding from the study
and one with much broader implications from those inherent in the study
itself. Null hypothesis number one is the broadest and most general of the
null hypotheses tested in the study.TALILI: VII
NUMBERS,PERCENTAGES AND EXPECTED VALUES OF RESPONSES OF STUDENTS,
PARENTS AND FACULTY FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS #1.
SAMPLED GROUP PREFERRED PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION
A B C D E F
Neo-humanist Rationalist Instrumentalist Integralist * **
Expected Expected Expected Expectec
n Valuen 96 Valuen Valuen 96 Value n n
STUDENTS 48,21.1 55.57 2410.5 39.76 4117.937.05 9843.078.62 8 9
PARENTS 64 38.740.82 2716.4 29.21 2516.2 27.22 3923.6 57.75 10 0
FACULTY 11 9.4 26.60 3732.2 19.03 1613.917.74 3732.237.63 9 5
X2= 58.366 ...@ 6 d.f. X= 12.592 Ho#1= Reject
Xu. = .05 level of confidence for all tables
=did not agree with any position choice and was thus not X2 tested.
*F = undifferentiated position, missing, or unuseable data.75
Null Hypothesis Number Two. Table VIIIon the following page presents, the results of the test for null hypothesis numbertwo, again with Xd
12.5q2. The measured chi-square for the Tablewas 40.505, leading to a
rejection of null hypothesis number two.That hypothesis was developedas
follows:
No consistent response pattern existsamong all respondents who
had had personal contact witha professional or administrative
staff member in one or more of thestudent personnel servicesas
measured by responses to four philosophicalposition choices for
student personnel services.
Columns E and F in this Table, and for allthe Tables following, i.e., IX
through XIV, are as reported below Table VII.
As was the case with Table VII, themeasured chi-square value fell far
outside the range of acceptance leadingto rejection, therefore, of the nullhypo-
thesis. Personal contact witha professional or administrative staff member,
in terms of all respondents, thereforedid not offer a preferred philosophical
position choice.
Null Hypothesis Number Three. Thisreads as follows:
No significant differences in perceptions ofa philosophical base
for student personnel services existbetween the sampled students
and sampled parents as measured byresponses to four philoso-
phical position choices for student personnelservices.
The chi-square test of independence revealedthe expected values
shown on Table number IX and resulted ina chi-square measurement of
23.737 @ 3 d.f., whiletheXii for thisTable = 7.815.From the chi-square
test, it appears justifiable to state that therewere significant differences inTABLE VIII
NUMBERS , PERCENTAGES AND EXPECTED VALUES OFRESPONSES OF STUDENTS
PARENTS AND FACULTY FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS # 2.
SAMPLED GROUP PREFERRED PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION
A B C D E F
Neo-humanist Rationalist Instrumentalist Integralist * **
Expected %Expected 96Expected %Expected
Value Value Value Value
STUDENTS (n=223)48 21.545.96 2410.842.6841 18.433.92 9643.0 86.45 6 8
ARENTS 26 30.217.15 1719.8 15.93 8 9.312.66 2731.4 32.26 8 0
FACULTY (n=106)10 9.420.89 3734.919.4013 12.315.42 3533.039.29 9 2
X2= 40.505 ... @6 cl.f. a
=12.592. H #2 = Reject
* E = explanation under Table VII
**F = explanation under Table.VIITABLE IX
NUMBERS , PERCENTAGES ANDEXPECTED VALUES OFRESPONSES OF
STUDENTS AND PARENTS FORNULL HYPOTHESIS #3.
SAMPLED GROUP PREFERRED PHILOSOPHICALPOSITION
STUDENTS
PARENTS
A
Neo-humanist
B
Rationalist
C
Instrumentalist
D
Integra list
E
*
F
*4:
n %Expected
Value
%Expected
Value
,
-iiExpected
Value
0
'6Expected
Value
n
48
64
21.1
38.7
64.57
47.43
24
27
10.5
16.4
29.40
21.60
41
25
17.9
15.2
38.05
27.95
98
39
43.0
23.6
78.98
58.02
8
10
9
0
X2= 23.737...@ 3 d f X2= 7 815 H #3 Reject
*E = explanation underTable VII
4"1"F = explanation underTable VII78
perceptions of the desired philosophy between the sampled students and
sampled parents. Even from the raw data it is clear that students tended to
favor the integralist point of view which was reported as philosophical
position D,while their parents tended to favor philosophical position choice A,
the neo-humanist. A further examination of Table IX shows the chi-square
test of independence was significant at the 0.5 level and the null hypothesis
was hence rejected.
Null Hypothesis Number Four. This null hypothesis deals again with the
sampled students, but replaces the parent samrile with the sampled faculty,
hypothesizing that:
No significant differences in perceptions of a philosophical base
for student personnel services exist between the sampled students
and the sampled faculty as measured by responses to four philoso-
phical position choices for student personnel services.
Table X clearly shows the raw and percentage data as well as the expected
values giving a chi-square value of 29.371 @ 3 d.f. while the critical chi-square
remains at 7.815 at the .05 level of confidence. The chi-square test of independ-
ence was significant at this .05 level for the null hypothesis and the hypothesis
was rejected. The chi-square test of independence did reveal considerable
discrepancy between the sampled students and the sampled faculty regarding
their opinions about a philosophical position choice.
The differences between the sampled students and sampled parents as
against sampled students and sampled faculty was noteworthy. The chi-
square measurement between students and parents was not so high as thatTABLE X
NUMBERS, PERCENTAGES AND EXPECTEDVALUES OF RESPONSES
OF STUDENTSANDFACULTY FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS #4.
SAMPLED GROUP PREFERRED PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION
A B C D E F
Neo-humanist Rationalist Instrumentalist Integralist * **
9Expected %Expected
%Expected 96Expectedn n
Value Value Value Value
STUDENTS 4821.139.90 2410.5 41.25 4117.938.5598 43.091.30 8
FACULTY 11 9.619.10 3732.219.75 1613.9 18.4537 32.243.70 9
X2= 29.371 ... @ 3 d.f. 2
= 7 . 8 1 5 H #4 Reject
*E= explanation under Table VII
**F = explanation under Table VII80
measurement between student and the faculty responses , owing in part to
the fact that sampled faculty members were more clearly divided on position
choices between the rationalist and the integralist while the parent sample
clearly favored the neo-humanist position. Of course, the student values re-
main constant with the integralist position garnering nearly one-half the
total sampled choices.
Null Hypothesis Number Five.
No significant differences in perceptions of a philosophical base for
student personnel services exist between the sampled parents and
the sampled faculty as measured by responses to four philosophi-
cal position choices for student personnel services.
This null hypothesis was proposed in order to measure discrepancies between
parents' views and those of faculty members. As may be seen in Table XI,
tr a
a. the .A.at 7.815 was again used with the resulting chi-square measurement from
expected values of 31.034 at 3 d.f.. Again, the chi-square value fell con-
siderably outside the range of acceptance leading to a rejection of null hypo-
thesis number five. The raw and percentage data fairly indicate the paren-
tal preference for the (A) or neo-humanist position and the faculty, while
not favoring one position in any significant way, did favor other positions
as opposed to the neo-humanist, those being the (B) or rationalist and the (D)
or integralist position, each with expected values of 25.25 and 29.98 res-
pectively.The chi-square test of independence was significant at the .05
level for the null hypothesis.TABLE XI
NUMBERS, PERCENTAGES AND EXPECTED VALUES OF RESPONSES
OF PARENTS AND FACULTY FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS #5.
SAMPLED GROUP PREFERRED PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION
A B C D E F
Neo-humanist Rationalist Instrumentalist Integralist * **
Expected Expected %Expected %Expected
Value Value Value Value
PARENTS 64 38.745.41 2716.4 38.75 2515.2 24.82 3923.646.02 10 0
FACULTY
i
11 9.629.59 3732.2 25.25 1613.916.18 3732.229.98 9 5
X23.1034...3 cl.f ?C 1 floftReject ..........ar!....
*E = explanation under Table VII
**F = explanation under Table VII82
Null Hypothesis Number Six.This null hypothesis was included to det-
ermine whether there was an implieddifference for philosophical positions
between parents of students who werenative Oregonians and those who were
not native Oregonians, the implicationsbeing in terms of residence or native
status impact upon parents' valuesregarding student personnel services in
higher education. The hypothesis read:
No significant differences in perceptions of aphilosophical base
for student personnel services exist between those parents samp-
led who are native Oregonians and those who are not asmeasured
by responses to the four philosophical positionchoices for student
personnel choices.
The chi-square tests of independence were notsignificant at the .05 level,
theX: equalling 7.815 and the total tabled chi-square from the expected
values equalling 2.5953 at 3 d.f.. Hence, null hypothesisnumber six as
displayed in Table XII was not rejected and it is apparent thatthere are no
statistically significant differences in these perceptions based onnative sta-
tus to the state of Oregon.
Null Hypothesis Number Seven. Table XIII displays thenumbers, per-
centages, expected values and chi-squaremeasurements for null hypothesis
number seven:
No significant differences in perceptionsof a philosophical base
for student personnel services exist betweenstudents who had
had personal contact with a professional oradministrative staff
member in one or more student personnelservices to meet their
own needs while in college andthose parents who had had simi-
lar contact as measured by responses to four philosophicalposi-
tion choices for student personnel services.TABLE XII
NUMBERS , PERCENTAGES AND EXPECTEDVALUES OF RESPONSES OF PARENTS
(NATIVE) AND PARENTS (NON-NATIVE)FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS #6.
SAMPLED GROUP PREFERRED PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION
A 13 C D E F
Neo-humanist Rationalist Instrumentalist Integralist * **
n
.
I)Expected
Value
%Expected
Value
%Expected
Value
%Expected
Value
n
.
PARENTS
(NATIVE) 32 43.129.73 1114.912.54 1418.9 11.61 1520.318.12 2
.
PARENTS
(NON-NATIVE)3234.234.27 1617.614.46 13.12.113.39 2426.420.88 8
_.
X2 = 2.5953...@ 3 d.f. X=7.815 /I #6 = Do Not
a °Reject
*E = explanation under TableVII.TABLE XIII
NUMBERS , PERCENTAGES AND EXPECTED VALUES OFRESPONSES OF STUDENTS
(WITH CONTACT) AND PARENTS (WITH CONTACT) FOR NULLHYPOTHESIS #7.
SAMPLED GROUP PREFERRED PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION
A 13 C D E F
Neo-humanist Rationalist Instrumentalist Integra list * **
n %Expected %Expectedn
0.
1,Expected 0
-6Expectedn n
Value Value Value Value
STUDENTS
(WITH CONTACT)
(n=223) 4821.558.892410.829.864118.435.689643.089.57 6
PARENTS
(WITHCONTACT)
(n=86) 2630.220.111719.811.14 89.313.312731.433.43 8
1
X2= 11.208 . @.3 d.f.............. . . ... .Xi= 7.815 Ho#7 Reject
E = explanation under Table VII
**F = explanation under Table VII85
This null hypothesis was designed to draw implication about contact with
student personnel professional staff members in terms of influencing the be-
2.
liefs of the sampled respondents about an underlying philosophy.The .A. a.
for Table number XIII was again 7.815 with 3 d.f. and the chi-square measu-
red from the expected values = 11.208. The chi-square test of independence
revealed a significant discrepancy between students with contact and parents
with contact and null hypothesis number seven was thus rejected. Apparently,
no significance can be attached to a respondent whether student or parent, hav-
ing had personal contact with each other or with a student personnel staff
member in terms of such contacts having impact on a philosophical position
choice.
Null Hypothesis Number Eight: Table XIV displays the results of chi-
square measurements regarding null hypothesis number eight which read
as follows:
No significant differences in perceptions of a philosophical base
for student personnel services exist between students who had
had personal contact with a professional or administrative staff
member in one or more of the student personnel services and the
faculty who had had similar contact as measured by responses to
four philosophical position choices for student personnel services.
This measurement sought to determine if there was a significant discrepancy
between students having had perhaps influential contacts with student per-
sonnel staff members and faculty who may have had the same kinds of con-
tactstacts. With an. aagain equalling 7.815 at 3 d.f. and a measured chi-square
at 32.395, it was clear that the chi-square test of independence was significantTABLE XIV
NUMBER, PERCENTAGES AND EXPECTED VALUES OFRESPONSES OF STUDENTS
(WITH CONTACT) AND FACULTY (WITH CONTACT)FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS #8.
SAMPLED GROUP PREFERRED PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION
A B C D E F
Neo-humanist Rationalist Instrumentalist Integra list * **
n %Expected
%Expected
%Expected %Expectedn
Value Value Value Value
STUDENTS
(WITH CONTACT)
(n=223) 48 21.539.88 2410.8 41.94 4118.437.13 9643.090.06 6
FACULTY
(WITH CONTACT)
(n=106) 10 9.418.13 3734.919.06 1312.3 16.88 3533.040.94 9
X2= 32.395 ...@ 3 cif X 7 815
F.='
OOOOOOO Ho#8 = Reject
* E = explanation under Table VII
*IT= explanation under TableVII87
at the .05 level; thus there were discrepancies and the null hypothesis was
rejected. An extension of the information found in Table number XIV could
be made in terms of chi-square tests of independence between faculty with
contact and faculty without contact as well as between parents with or without
contact and students with or without contact, but there appeared no advantage
in carrying out such measurements.
Results: Table XV. This is an aggregate table of results for Tables
VII-XIV.It indicates the general findings and. general results of the study
in terms of the chi-square measurements. The null hypotheses , as can be
seen from Table XV, are all rejected except number six.88
TABLE XV
AGGREGATE TABLE OF RESULTS OF
TABLES VII - XIV
HYPO- TABLE CALCULATEDd.f. X2CONCLUSION NULL
THESIS If .aas to REJECT HYPO-
# X2 a=.05DO NOT THESIS
REJECT
VII 58.366 6 12.592REJECT No consis-
tent
response
pattern
exists...
etc.
2 VIII 40.505 612.592REJECT No consis-
tent res-
ponse
pattern
exists...
etc.
3 23.737 3 7.815REJECT
ee
4 X 29.371 3 7.815REJECT
No signi-
ficant
difference
exists
between
... etc.
No sig-.11-
ficant
difference
exists
between
... etc.89
TABLE XVcontinued
HYPO- TABLE CALCULATEDd.f.X-2 CONCLUSION NULL
THESIS # a as to REJECT HYPO-
# X2 a=.05 DO NOT THESIS
REJECT
5 XI 31.304 3 7.815 REJECT No signi-
ficant
difference
exists
between
... etc.
6 XII 2.595 3 7.815 DONOT
REJECT
No signi-
fit ant
difference
exists
between
... etc.
7 XIII 11.208 3 7.815 REJECT No signi-
ficant
difference
exists
between
... etc.
8 XIV 32.396 3 7.815 REJECT No signi-
ficant
difference
exists
between
... etc.90
Respondents' Written Comments
As described in the section of Chapter N devoted todescriptive stati-
stics, a number of respondents in all three of the sampledpopulations
chose to disagree with all of the four philosophicalposition choices provi-
ded. A number of those disagreeing acceptedthe invitation either to write
philosophical positions of their own or to make commentsregarding feelings
they might have regarding studentpersonnel services or higher education
in general. In some respects, these written statements are asrevelative of
the need for the present study and the need to developmeaningful philoso-
phic bases for student personnel as are the quantifieddata.
Students wrote the fewest number of comments and those tended to cen-
ter on position choice (D), the integralist,with emphasis on such state-
ments as "so long as it does not restrict theframework", thendrawing an
arrow to the sentence which includedthe words "within a framework of
policies and options". In circling position choice (D) one student wrote:
The student does not exist in a vacuum of intellectualendeavor.
His outlook on life and his problems affect his ability anddesire
to learn.If a student personnel service does not deal with the
whole person they (sic) are not really dealingwith the person's
ability to learn. Student personnel services should be aware
of the total spectrum of services and have enough knowledgeof
interpersonal relations to know when to refer a person to one
of them.
My experiences to date have all beenpositive; I hope there
will be no drastic reduction in student services .They provide
much needed help for students.
Several students were very pragmatic while againcircling the91
integralist as the philosophical position choice. One of these wrote:
As a philosophy ,I believe this best exemplifies my beliefs .
However, as a philosophy it must be the basis for concrete
action or it will be of no use. For example, I believe that
the vocational ideas brought forth in position "C" were valu-
able although too restrictive.
One student did not agree with any of the philosophical position choices and
said:"It all sounds fantastic, idealistic, and impossible." This student ap-
peared to reflect the view of some student personnel staff as well as synthe-
size one of the major problems in student personnel services which helped to
generate the study .He asked the question:
Why do student personnel people get so concerned about defining
their objectives--aren't people good enough objectives for being?
...you can absolutely overwhelm someone with ideas and words
and it all sounds great but it usually doesn't do any good...stud-
ent personnel needs people concerned with other people who have
individual ways of expressing themselves. They must be very
flexible, notrestricted by any idealistic ideas causing them to
think they can even start to help a person blossom into a fantastic ,
well-rounded, educated, intellectually-mature individual...I think
I'm driving at the need for less structure and more care on a gut
level--I think.
Students were not the only respondent group to be concerned about a
generalized approach to student personnel, but this again fit with certain
professional tenets of years ago when there was a strong emphasis on indi-
vidual differences as reported in Chapter I.In reflecting this approach, one
student commented:
Activities become more complicated as the number of people or
students on a campus increases .So I do not feel this should
promote the loss of individuality in handling individual prob-
lems. Student activities must involve intimate contact with92
with students, yet often student personnel workers lack the
interest, knowledge, and help they could give... student
personnel staffshould be the 'veterans' of life and have the
administrative duty to aim students toward the realization of
actual problems and their answers instead of always taking a
'test tube' approach.
Several students,again while circling the integralist position choice (D),
were concerned that this might be too idealistic. One student summed up
the view of several in saying:
Position (D) is excellent. But I am not sure 0 .S .U. students
are as responsible as you give them credit for. Personally ,
the irresponsibility toward society exhibited by the 0.S .0.
students is terrifying.
The approach of the student in making the following comments was also
that of several of the other respondents both to the questionnaire and the
entire study in general. This student felt that:
If educators would run their job like the rest of the world,
something might get done instead of a barrage of question-
naires.The efforts spent on this stuff, if applied to real but
not so clear problems , would do a service to the entire society.
Parents also had some things they wanted to say. To cement the idea
that much concern was shown for how higher education in general was mov-
ing, one parent, playing on the rationalist theme, handwrote a three page
document beginning with the quote: "EDUCATION is , first of all, an intel-
lectual development process ." Another parent respondent who disagreed
with all the position choices,said:
Any well-adjusted student that had the initiative to enroll for
formal education should be able to figure out the best means
of fitting amicably into mature society...As my rich uncle used93
to tell me in my youth, 'there are too many educated fools
in this world' and the same things holds true today .
The apparently hostile approach some parents took is exemplified
by the following:
Individualized relevant counseling is just plain rotten for any
unsure, unpushy student of any age.If you don't know what
area you are interested in at once you might as well drop dead
...Such unnecessary requirements as physical education should
be absolutely dropped.
In the same vein, another parent felt that "the above are pretty vague,
also redundant 'pedogoguese.'" This parent went on:"Just provide intel-
ligent, well-rounded professors who are a good influence on the students,
responsible people who inspire constructive effort and not wild revolution-
ary types."
Although indicating he did not agree with any of the position choices
above, this parent seemed to lean heavily towards the neo-humanist approach
as he continued that:
Students need to admire steady, sincere, interested, adult
influences (sic) ...To have them counseling one another is
surely the blind leading the blind and tragically many cam-
puses show this in their student personnel staffs .
Specifically circling the (A) or neo-humanist choice, one parent wrote:
Some of our young adults , students , and non-students of today
seem to think in terms of 'their rights' ...I would like to think
that our higher education systems could guide and teach them
that when they take on their share of single 'responsibility' then
they have earned some of their 'so-called rights' ...
And yet parents, too, are concerned about university size and student94
personnel staff attempts to individualize education in large universities.
One male parent in his mid-fifties who has risen to the post of vice-president
of a large business in the northwestern United States said :"I graduated
from a large university and the only intent there was to 'keep the line moving' ."
Particularly those faculty members who believe in the rationalist posi-
tion, but even those disagreeing with all the position choices had comments
to make about an underlying philosophy for student personnel services.
Several of these fell into a category described by the following statement-
"Eliminate professional staff in 'student personnel serivces' ...make housing
and registrars true service groups--for students' convenience, not for the
bureaucrats." Choosing the rationalist position, another faculty member
said:"student personnel services should provide basic support to the stu-
dent necessary to free him from concerns other than his true educational
mission."Nearly all faculty circling (E) or who added additional state-
ments to their circled position choice were deprecatory of student personnel
services and believed that they should either be drastically restructured or
eliminated. One faculty member put it this way:
The University should not promote the total welfare of student ,
but should make available services and facilities so the student
can develop his own total welfare. The University should ad-
minister discipline based on a structured set of rules that are clear
and understandable.If the student does not like this,he has the
right to select some other university that more nearly suits his
ideals.95
Another ty member said: "It appears that the services of 'student
personnel' become a major concern of the university.This I would
find regretable." Another faculty memberwas adamant about a rejection of
student personnel services.He wrote:
.The University should consist of:
1)Students:those, of whatever age, who desire to learn.
2)Teachers: those who in addition to a desire to learn have,
by virtue of experience, something worthwhile to teachand
a desire to teach it.
3)Resources Supportive of the Acts of Learning (Research, etc.)
and teaching: e. g.,libraries, laboratories, etc.
4)A minimal number of essential people to maintain theresources .
5)NOTHING ELSE.
The University should be set in a greater community whichprovides
adequate medical, social, and cultural facilities for all its citizens
including students.
I have four children, one a freshman elsewhere, andwould advise
them to forego undergraduate education rather than to enrollat
0.S .U. (graduate education might be a different story). Profes-
sional counseling and medical services on thiscampus are no worse
than on most other campuses, but they are abominable.
Not all the written comments were negative. One faculty memberwrote:
Student personnel services are part of the educational enterprise
and are thus fundamentally instructional...the fundamental pur-
pose of student personnel...is to facilitate the learning process
in all aspects of educational endeavor.That educational endeavor
is not limited, but stretches as far andas deep as the nature of the
young men and women who come to learn. To proscribe the institu-
tion in any other fashion is to predetermine thecontrol system of the
individual. This is a self-defeating condition which isslowly stifling96
our educational efforts. Studentpersonnel services ...should
assume greater responsibility for providing realopportunities
for students to follow through the input of their formal classes
in the form of realistic learning opportunities not readily avail-
able on the campus itself. Indeed, the future of the university
as a useful institution of learning may depend upon the vitality and
and the viability of student personnel work , as student personnel
services is involved in the instruction function. This function
should be primarily the providing of an environment both human
and physical where a student may learn in his own way and at
his own maximum effort levels.Chapter V
Conclusions , Implications , and Recommendations
Introduction
A number of serious difficulties emerge in an historical trace of student
personnel work, culminating in the question of survival for the field as a
legitimate endeavor in higher education. While staffs of specialists have
appeared to direct and administer specific student personnel programs , there
has also emerged the involvement of a chief student personnel administrator
in the overall affairs of the institution. A dichotomy between specialist and
generalist has produced evidence, particularly in the literature for the entire
field, that student personnel work in higher education seems a house divided
against itself.
It was this division, but more importantly the implication that it was partly
responsible for the persistent question of survival that promoted the author to
develop a study which would examine some underlying aspects of the field;
further, to determine if several sub-groups related to higher education perceived
any overall philosophic bases for its existence.It was believed at the outset
of this study that one of the prime reasons for the tenuous position of student
personnel and a concomitant identity search was that this field of endeavor
in higher education had no single philosophical base upon which to build a98
set of meaningful and educational services toconstituents.Neither , it was
believed, was there any agreement among various directly orindirectly-related
societal subgroups affiliated with the University regarding a philosophy which
ought to underlie this educational field.
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to examine the perceptionsof
students , parents , and faculty members regarding the existence of a philosophic
base for the provision of student personnel services and the perceptionsof these
individuals or groups regarding which philosophic base, in their estimation,
ought to underlie such services in higher education.
Four philosophic bases were used as position choices from study respondents.
Three of these bases were developed from philosophical statements of Harold
Taylor and were:1) neo-humanist, 2) rationalist, 3) instrumentalist. The
fourth philosophical position was developed by Tollefson and was viewed as
an extension of Taylor's three. The fourthposition as used in the study was
termed the integralist.
The problem was to determine whether, or in what ways, these same stud-
ents , parents , and faculty members might agree or disagree regarding any
underlying philosophical base for student personnel services , at least at Ore-
gon State University .
Accordingly , a questionnaire was developed which tested a numberof null
hypotheses relating either to a consistent response pattern orsignificant differ-
ences and perceptions of such a philosophic base amongstudents, parents, and
faculty members .Respondents were asked to react to the four philosophical99
position choices and to respond to requests fordemographic and personal data.
The questionnaire was developed and administered by theauthor.
Findings for the study were analyzed and reported both in terms of des-
criptive data and a chi-square measurement of independence. All hypotheses
Were tested at the .05 level.100
Conclusions
The following conclusions, among others , result from the present study .
1.The statistical results indicate that students, parents, and faculty
members subscribe not only to different philosophies which they believe ought
to underlie student personnel services , but probably also to divergent philoso-
phies of higher education. This conclusion derives from application of Taylor's
three general philosophical positions to student personnel services. Taylor's
philosophical approaches were developed without direct application at the time
to student personnel.
2.There are significant discrepancies in the opinions of students, parents,
and faculty members regarding any philosophic position to underlie student
personnel as a field of endeavor.
2a. The data indicate that students and their parents find sharp disagree-
ment on a philosophy they believe should underlie student personnel services.
2b.Parents in the sampled population are generally committed to one
view of student personnel services in terms of a philosophy sought to underlie
it. This is not the same view as that taken either by the sampled students or
the sampled faculty.
2c. Students in the sampled population are generally committed to one
philosophical position desired to underlie student personnel services .
2d. Faculty in the sampled population are not heavily committed to one101
view of student personnel services or its underlying philosophical bases.
3.The data indicate that personal contact with a professional staff mem-
ber in a student personnel service did not apparently affect a respondent's
choice of a philosophical base for student personnel services.Neither did
there appear any consistency between or among respondent groups withres-
pect to contact with a professional staff member affecting philosophical position
choice, as tested by null hypotheses two , three, seven, and eight.
4a. The data indicate that a number of respondents, primarily parents,
believe the student to be at a developmental stage to require the institution
to promote his total welfare. Student personnel staff should thus maintain over-
riding concern for students' "human and legal" rights, as well as have special
responsibilities to protect such rights, administer discipline, and aid in full
moral, emotional, and social development of the student population. This view
was described in the study as the neo-humanist.
4b. The data indicate that there are those respondents (primarily fac-
ulty) who believe that cultivation of the intellect is the exclusive goal of
higher education and the prime rationale for the existence of colleges or uni-
versities and that student personnel, however structured, should utilize this
theory in its functioning. This is described in the study as the rationalist
position.
4c. The data indicate that only a small proportion of each respondent group
believe that while the student might well be educable in the Cowley "holistic"102
sense , he requires aid from student personnel experts in a specialty area who
could lend such aid with individual competencies wholly outside a classroom
orientation or perceived "core-academic" functions of the institution. This
view was regarded in the study as the instrumentalist.
4d. The data indicate that there are those respondents who believe the
student to be a "whole person", one who may be educated by any part or all
of his collegiate environment or any or all of the people with whom hemay have
day-to-day contact. This is the philosophic position regarded as the inte-
gralist. The sampled students were the most active proponents of this part-
icular view.
5.It is apparent from a simple inspection of both inferential and descrip-
tive data that some of the variables the author expected to exert an influence
on philosophical position choice in fact did not exert such influence. One hypo-
thesis used to test the assumption of influence (hypothesis number six) indica-
ted no difference in approach to a philosophical position because parents were
or were not native Oregonians .103
Implications
Harold Pepinsky had a verypositive view about the"new breed" of
student personnelprofessionals in 1964. Hesaid then:
In the 'multiversity'setting, a new kind of student
personnel worker isbeginning to appear ... hehas
idealism, zeal, and a trunkfulof practical know-how ,
which includes the ability toconduct and assimilate
the results of research.
This perception wasdramatically different in 1972.In the most recent
student personnel monographpublished by the AmericanCollege Personnel
Association, Brown (1972)said:
The plethora of publicationsabout the dilemma of higher
education is matched only bythe continual self-flagella-
tion of college student personnelworkers at conventions
and in professionaljournals. Both sources declare acrisis
exists and propound the needfor change ...[student
personnel work: has beenhaving an identity crisisfor
some time.It came through the mosttrying periods of stu-
dent unrest unscathed, butalso without any laurels .Stu-
dent personnel staff haveascended to institutionalpositions
equivalent to vice-presidencies ,but few are consultedfor
advice regarding the totalinstitution. In the eyes of many
faculty , student personnelworkers are second classciti-
zens , and students seethem as not being muchdifferent
from other members of theestablishment , although more
paternalistic ... such painfulsoul searching[as is going
on] is hardly the sign of acompletely healthy, confident
profession.
Student personnel work ,in general, appears to bein a state ofdisarray,
perhaps even in a stateof some panic. Practitioners seemto be leaving the
field at any good opportunityand bright, idealistic newprofessionals with104
zeal and know-how seem to reject entry-level positions for those in what they
perceive as more rewarding professions.As well, aggravated by simple
pressures from within the institution, the inability of the various specific
services to coordinate their efforts has left student personnelas a field appar-
ently impotent.
It was believed that one major difficulty was the neglect by studentper-
sonnel generalists of their research responsibilities. Most of the research is
concentrated in special areas, particularly counseling, virtually nothing having
been done with regard to research which would be toward reformulationor
recasting of the principles and philosophies underlying student personnelmeth-
odology in higher education. Research efforts in specificareas under the gen-
eral student personnel rubric appear more qualitativeas well as quantitative
than those in the areas of student personnel administration itself. Chapter II
clearly indicates the kind of research which has been completed in general
student personnel terms,the primary emphasis being on evaluation of whether
or not services were "important".
Another major implication is not in terms of whether more research should
be accomplished, or the kind of research to be done, but the framework in
which research is designed. Many "authorities", speaking to their colleagues
in the field, have recently pressed for a change in the role of the studentper-
sonnel educator and to move him to a role as a behavioral scientist. Much of the
fanfare surrounding the contemporary and popular student development concept105
assumes that behavioral scientistsare the best proponents ofa new image for
the old student personnelworker. So long asone does not simply shedan old
name and assume a newone which is perceivedas a cloak of academicrespons-
ibility, themove toward the behavioralscientist imagemay be positive. Be-
havioral scientists, bydefinition, doappear to understand researchin a
different context fromthat usually completedby student personneladministrators.
While it seemsa "given" in contemporarystudent personnelwork that one
must not speak ofa dichotomy betweenstudent personnel administrationor
student personnel specialtywork and instruction,no such consensus exists
regarding a marriagebetween specializationand generalization inthe field
itself. Concomitantly, no consensus, according to thepresent study, exists
among students, parents, and facultymembers regardingany kind of philoso-
phy to underlie studentpersonnel as a whole. Thislack of consensus has
strong implications whenjuxtaposed with thedivergence in approachbetween
chief student personneladministrators with overallresponsibilities and
instrumentalist specialists.
Simply stated, studentpersonnel may not survive,such a judgment based
on the existence of neithera single philosophic base forits separate andloosely-
related service functionsnor a single perception of itstotal role in higher
education.106
Recommendations
1.The chief student personnel administrator on a given campus should
work toward defining a body of knowledge and set of principles of professional
practice for student personnel work on that particular campus. Such educa-
tional leaders should also delineate, then implement a single philosophy of
student personnel work which is consistent with the basic philosophy and
mission of the institution. The imposing but disjointed, specialized, and dis-
parate array of functions that characterizes student personnel services, part-
icularly on a large college or university campus,should consolidate themselves
under a single philosophy that has meaning and importance in terms of that
institution.
2.The chief student personnel administrator on a university campus
should prepare what he or she believes to be the educational philosophy or
philosophical position desired to underlie the student personnel program at
that institution.Since there is some evidence that the diversity of the separate
functions and programs as specialty areas within the student personnel is great,
the chief student administrator should also initiate an in-depth discussion of
such a position with the entire student personnel staff towards consenus and
a narrowing of the gap .
3.Student personnel professionals across America should take a united
and well-defined stand on such issues as whether student personnel staff107
activities are a part of simply defined and specifically determined services or
fit with the objectives of the institution in terms of any focus on human devel-
opment and learning.
4.Programs in what is presently termed student personnel services or
student personnel work , should be an integral part of a broad liberal educa-
tion for all students and be based on at least two major assumptions:
a.there is an underlying philosophy which is generally
accepted by all educators in the field of student development;
b.as Koile suggested (1966) , students and scholars may come
in any human form and be members of virtually any other subgroup
in the campus community inclusive of faculty, supportstaff, and others.
5.More information regarding the total student personnel program,
at least at Oregon State University , should be given to all students, parents ,
and faculty.
6.Much more sophisticated research, beyond the (deliberately) basic
effort in the present study,should be undertaken to further clarify the lack
of philosophical underpinnings or the differences in approach to student per-
sonnel services among academically related groups of people. Coupled to
this recommendation, an instrument of considerable sophistication should be
developed which might be applicable to more than one institution of higher
education to be used not only in the evaluation of student personnel services,
but in the comparison of student personnel services among institutions. As108
well, further researchshould be conducted andmeasurements made utilizing
the data generated frombut outside the scope andlimitations of the present
study.109
Summary
Berdie began a summation of are-definition of college studentpersonnel
in 1966 with what he called "obvious"statements .His feeling that student per-
sonnel work is an integral partof the whole higher education processis echoed
by the author of the present study.The purposes of student personnelwork
are or should be the purposesof all higher education. Themethodologies,
separate and often disparate as they maybe , are finally those of educationin
other collegiate settings.
But student personnel workremains, as Koile termed it , foreverthe brides-
maid. It often, in fact , is never a memberof the wedding party. Yet it is as
bureaucratic as any other facet of highereducation today , particularly in large
universities. Simple attempts, therefore,to have chief student personnelad-
ministrators be as effective as specialists appearin their respective specialties
will not do.
No one has all the answers, but onesuggested avenue of approach seems,
like Berdie's statements, to be obvious.All those engaged in studentpersonnel
work , perhaps all thoseprofessionally engaged in higher education,need to
examine many philosophies , thenchoose one to arrive at a resultingrationale
of the place of student personnelservices within higher education.
Unless student personnel is doomed to go, asMatthew Arnold put it,
"Wandering
Between two worlds ,
One dead,
The other powerless to be born,"110
student personnel professionalsthemselves must be the ones to find a common
philosophical ground, begin to share that withfaculty members and adminis-
trators , of course with registered students ,then begin to apply lessons that
similarity of persons and perspective can teach. Thecooperative spirit engen-
dered and a high degree of professional andpersonal involvement with the
lives of all members of the academic community cancombine to cause our sys-
tems of higher education to become what they havethe potential to be and
student personnel to be an important educationalmethodology based on a viable
set of underlying philosophical principles .111
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APPENDIX A
FACSIMILE OF COVERING LETTER
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
School of Education
May 15, 1972
Dear Student, Parent, or Faculty Member:
As you know,colleges today are experiencing many problems
problems which apparently do not give way to easy solutions. All ofus
have had different reactions to decisions made or actions takenon the part
of college or university administrators and faculty in attempting to solve
these problems.Also noted are many differences of opinion relating to
both actions and perspective of another campus groupStudent Personnel
Administrators.
We need your help!even if you know little about Student Person-
nel Services.We would like to know what philosophy you believe should
underlie the Student Personnel services and functions. Your responses
will also help meet academic requirements for the undersigned student.
For students and faculty, we realize the end of Spring Term is near;
we ask that you complete and return the enclosed questionnaire as soon
as possible. We would also appreciate a prompt return from parents;
the results will be much more helpful and meaningful if a large return
can be realized. Please return the questionnaire in the envelope provi-
dedfor parents, by return mail, for faculty and students through the
campus mail which requires no stamp. Completed questionnaires may
also be left in the Student Services offices on the second floor of the Admin-
istrative Services building or at the Activities desk in the 'Memorial Union.
Since results will be computerized, you will not be personally identi-
fied with any of your answers. For this reason and to insure our objectivity,
you need not put your name anywhere on the questionnaire unless you wish
to do so.Please feel free, however, to make any comments you wish on the
back of any page.120
If you do not wish to complete the questionnaireonce you have
started, please return it anywayas even incomplete answerswill help us. If you have time, please tell us whyyou did not finish.
The completion time for the questionnaireis less than five(5) minutes.
Thank you in advance for your assistancein this importantproject!
Sincerely,
(signed)
Mason L. Niblack
Graduate Student
(signed)
Arthur L. Tollefson
Professor of Education
and Coordinator, College
Student Personnel Admin-
istration Program121
APPENDIX B
FACSIMILE OF
QUESTIONNAIRE ON PERCEPTIONS OF
STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
Please circle your answer choice or fill in the appropriateblank.
(ALL RESPONDENTS)
(1)Are you a native Oregonian? ---YES---NO (2)AGE (3)Sex M F
(STUDENTS)
(4)Do you now live in University housing? ---YES---NO, ifYES , circle
which: RESIDENCE HALL FRATERNITY SORORITY CO-OPERATIVE
MARRIED STUDENT HOUSING
(PARENTS ONLY)
(5)Highest level of formal education: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HIGHSCHOOL
COLLEGE GRADUATE SCHOOL
(6)Highest level of formal education of spouse: ELEMENTARYSCHOOL
HIGH SCHOOL COLLEGE GRADUATE SCHOOL
(7)Did you attend Oregon State University? ---YES---NO
(8)Spouse? ---YES---NO
(9)Occupation of primary wage earner in family
(Please be as specific as
possible)
(FACULTY ONLY)
.(10)From what college was your last degree granted?
(11)Field or discipline in which granted
(12)Do you now teach in this specific field?---YES---NOIf not, what is
the field in which you now teach?
(13)Approx. size of your "alma mater" at the time yourdegree was
granted(ALL RESPONDENTS)
(14)Please circle any of the sere-::s listed below within whichyou had a personal contact at any collkwith a professionalor administrative staff memberto meet your,-n needs, not, for example, those of
your children or your stude,, .
COUNSELING CENTER COLLEGE UNION & FINANCIAL AIDS
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
HOUSING OFFICE (in-
cludes cooperatives &
married student housing)
PLACEMENT & CAREER
PLANNING
ADMISSIONS OFFICE.
HEALTH SERVICE
(& Mental Health
Clinic)
ORIENTATION
(new student
programs)
REGISTRAR
122
OFFICE OF INTER-
NATIONAL EDU-
CATION
JUDICIAL OR
DISCIPLINARY
BOARDS
DEAN OF
STUDENTS
OFFICE
(15)How would you generallyrate your experience (s)with professionals or administrative staff members inthose servicesyou have circled?
POSITIVE NEUTRAL NEGATIVE
Student personnel serviceson many campuses throughoutthe United States and many othercountries is a compositeorganization of func- tions in higher education, inclusive of all the specialty areas listed
aboveOccasionally, other functional areas such as intercollegiate
athletics, are included. While its aims and goalsvary widely, re- flecting the institutionwithin which it operates,it deals primarily
with the concerns of registeredstudents and their variousrelation- ships with the institution.Its structure is generallyone in which each of the directors ofa functional area, e.g., the director of
housing, reports toan associate dean or dean ofstudents, perhaps to a vice-president forstudent affairs.
(16)OF THE FOLLOWINGFOUR PHILOSOPHICALPOSITIONS, PLEASE
CIRCLE THE LETTER INTHE LEFT MARGINDESIGNATING THE
STATEMENT THAT BESTDESCRIBES YOUR PERSONALPREFERENCE FOR A BASIS FOR ALLSTUDENT PERSONNELSERVICES.123
A.The college or university should promote the total welfare of each
student. All student personnel staff have special responsibility to
develop personal contacts with the individual student , protecting his
human and legal rights, but administering discipline when perceived
necessary .Such staff have the responsibility to aid in the full moral,
spiritual, emotional, and healthy social development of students and
should persist in promoting a knowledge and cultivation of ideas and
values that sustain our cultural heritage and traditions.
B.Since intellectual development or the cultivation of man's reason is
the sole aim of higher education, student personnel services should
be primarily concerned that the student is able and motivated to
attend classes, lectures , and laboratories , and that he is attending
them in a fit condition to learn. Secondary student personnel func-
tions should be to provide ancillary social and recreational activities
to meet diversionary needs and maintain physical and mental health.
C.Colleges and universities are complex, many-faceted social institu-
tions , but should concentrate on instruction in the specific uses of
knowledge and in the teaching of vocational skills .Student personnel
professional experts should thus provide many separate , non-instruc-
tional and highly specialized services which will aid the student
individually as well as helping him find his own way to a rich, full
life. The student personnel professionals, who may not be educators ,
must aid the student in terms of their own individual competencies
which are outside those of the college classroom.
D.All services of a college or university should function in an integra-
ted fashion to provide educational development in all aspects of the
student's life.Student personnel specialists , using educational
methods different from instructional specialists , should act affirm-
atively, notonly outside the classroom but also in dealing with
instructional affairs when student needs and interests make such
action appropriate. Since most college students are adults, pro-
fessional services should be provided within a framework of policies
and options designed to provide each student with as much freedom
of choice, asfew constrictions upon his actions and as much respons-
ibility for his actions as is appropriate for any other adult citizen.
E.I do not agree with any of the above.
(Please feel free to describe what you believe should be theeduca-
tional philosophy underlying student personnel services inhigher
education. Use the back of these pages or attach additional pages.)
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE IN THIS PROJECT!!